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1972 ANNUAL REPORT FILE ALPHABETICAL LISTING
COMPANY NAME
A & E PLASTIK PAK CO., INC.
A.B. DICK COMPANY
A.E. STALEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
a.g. Edwards & sons inc
a.h. rOBins company, incorporated
a.M. castle & co.
a.o. smith corporation
a.p.s. inc











AcmE PRECISION PRODUCTS. INc
AcmE UNITED CORPORATION
AcmE-CLEvELAND CORPORATION 
acmE-hamIlton manufacturing company 




ADAMS-RUSSELL CO, INC 









AETNA LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY 
affiliated hospital products 
after six incorporated










SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
309 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
508 OTC 12-31-72 AA
204 NySE 09-30-72 HS
621 ASE 02-28-73 TR
283 NYSE 12-31-72 a.m. pullen & company
509 ASE 12-31-72 AA
371 NYSE 12-31-72 ay
501 OTC 07-31-72 EE
655 12-31-72 Ay
356 nYse 12-31-72 AA
381 OTC 12-31-72 EE
366 ASE 05-31-73 AA
504 ASE 02-28-73 PMM
283 nyse 12-31-72 AA
239 ASE 12-30-72 anchIn, block, & anchIn
262 OTC 12-31-72 pw
374 Nyse 12-31-72 PW
369 OTC 06-30-73 PW
541 nyse 03-31-73 PMM
354 ASE 09-30-72 AA
342 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
354 nyse 09-30-72 EE
309 ASE 10-31-72 EE
507 ASE 06-30-73 JKL
275 OTC 02-28-73 TR
679 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
225 nyse 12-31-72 EE
366 ASE 09-30-72 MEAHL, MCNAMARA & CO
271 OTC 11-30-72 LYB
357 nYse 07-31-72 PW
349  ASE 09-30-72 MCGLADREy, hansen, dunn & co.
366 nyse 12-31-72 PW
131 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
820 OTC 03-31-73 graff, WEISS & company
372 ASE 12-31-72 TR
284 ASE 09-30-72 wESThEImEr, FINE, bERGEr & CO
366 ASE 12-30-72 pw
671 nys 12-31-72 PMM
309 ASE 12-31-72 EE
231  OTC 06-30-72 SDL
615 12-31-72 ay
655 nyse 07-31-72 PMM
383 ASE 02-28-73 brout, Isaacs & company
366 ASE 12-31-72 hs
225 nyse 12-02-72 EISNER & LUBIN
281 nyse 09-30-72 AA
471  ASE 12-31-72 TR
281 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
284 ASE 12-31-72 AG
478 OTC 03-31-73 PMM
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1972 ANNUAL REPORT FILE ALPHABETICAL LISTING
COMPANY NAME SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
Aj industries, inc 371 NYSE 03-31-73 HS
AJ INDUSTRIES, INC 371 NYSE 03-31-72 HS
AJAX MAGNETHERMIC CORPORATION 356 ASE 12-31-72 HS
akzona incorporated 281 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
ALABAMA GAS CORPORATION 492 nyse 09-30-72 ay
ALABAMA POWER COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
ALAN WOOD STEEL COMPANY 331 ASE 12-31-72 ay
ALASKA AIRLINES, INC 450 ASE 12-31-72 EE
ALASKA INTERSTATE COMPANY 160 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
alba-waldensian, INC 225 . ASE 12-31-72 GEORGE G. SCOTT & COMPANY
Albany international corp, 231 OTC 12-31-72 lyb
ALBERTO-CULVER COMPANY 284 NYSE 09-30-72 PMM
ALBERTSONES, inc 541 nyse 02-03-73 TR
ALCAN ALUMINIUM LIMITED 335 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
ALCO STANDARD CORPORATION 509 nyse 09-30-72 EE
ALCOLAC, INC. 284 ASE 06-30-73 CL
ALCON LABORATORIES, INC 283 nyse 04-30-73 AA
aldOn industries inc 227 12-31-72 AA
ALEXANDER & BALDWIN, INC 440 OTC 12-31-72 HS
Alexander Hamilton life insurance company of America & subsi 631 12-31-72 CL
ALEXANDERS, INC 531 NYSE 07-29-72 TR
ALFRED HART COMPANY 509 ASE 06-30-72 PW
alison mortgage investment trust 652 nyse 10-31-72 AY
all American industries, inc. 372 ASE 12-31-72 LKHH
ALL AMERICAN LIFE & FINANCIAL CORPORATION 671 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
alle gheny beverage corporation 209 OTC 12-31-72 benjamin botwinick & co
ALLEGHANY CORPORATION 421 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
ALLEGHENY AIRLINES, INC 450 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM INDUSTRIES, INC. 331 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
ALLEGHENY POWER SYSTEM, INC 491 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
allen organ company 393 OTC 12-31-72 CONCANNON, FRONHEISER & GALLAGHER
ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURES CORPORATION 781 ASE 07-01-72 PW
ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION 281 nyse 12-31-72 PW
ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC 369 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
ALLIED mills, INC. 204 NYSE 06-30-72 LYB
ALLIED PRODUCTS CORPORATION 349 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
ALLIED STORES CORPORATION 531 NYSE 02-03-73 TR
allied stores credit corporation subsidiary of allied stores 615 02-03-73 TR
allied SUPERMARKETS, inc 541 nyse 06-24-72 HS
allied thermal corporation 343 ASE 12-31-72 PW
ALLIS-CHALMERS corporation 352 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
ALLIS-CHALMERS CREDIT and FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS SUBSIDIARY 615 12-31-72 PW
Allstate enterprises, inc, subsidiary of sears roebuck and c 614 12-31-72 TR
Allstate insurance company subsidiary of sears, roebuck anD 633 12-31-72 TR
ALLYN AND BACON INC 271 OTC 04-30-73 HS
ALPEX COMPUTER CORP 357 OTC 12-31-72 SDL
alpha industries, inc 366 ASE 03-31-73 CL
ALPHA PORTLAND INDUSTRIES INC 324 nyse 12-31-72 HS
ALPINE GEOPHYSICAL ASSOCIATES, INC. 440 OTC 04-30-73 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
ALSTORES REALTY CORPORATION subsidiary OF ALLIED STORES CORP 651 02-03-73 TR   
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ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
ALZA CORPORATION
amalgamated sugar company 
AMBAC INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED 
AMCO INDUSTRIES, INC
AMELCO CORPORATION












air filter company, inc. 
AIRLINES, INC.
APPRAISAL associates, inc. 
BAKERIES COMPANY
BEEF PACKERS, INC.
BIlTRITE RUBBER CO, INC. 
BIOCULTURE, INC 
brands, inc.















century mortgage investors 
CHAIN & CABLE COMPANY, INC. 
consumer INDUSTRIES, inc 














electric power company, inc
electric power company, inc-parent 
express company 
express credit corporation 
filtrona corporation 
FINANCE SYSTEM INCORPORATED 
FINANCIAL lersing & service co. 
Fletcher corporation












general BONO FUND. INC
GENERAL CONVERTIBLE SECURITIES INC. 
general insurance company 
greetings corporation 
hoist anD DERRICK COMPANY 
home products corporation 
hospital supply corporation 
international PICTURES, inc 
investment company
Israeli paper mills limited
sic S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
372 ASE 08-31-72 EE
366 ASE 12-31-72 EE
335 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
283 PS 06-30-73 AY
206 NYSE 09-25-72 LYB
369 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
501 ASE 08-31-72 LYB
150 OTC 09-30-72 PMM
309 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
291 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
356 NYSE 10-31-72 PMM
450 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
653 OTC 03-31-73 AA
205 NYSE 12-30-72 AA
201 OTC 06-03-72 ELMER FOX & COMPANY
309 ASE 12-31-72 EE
739 OTC 09-30-72 PW
211 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
483 NYSE 12-30-72 PMM
739 NYSE 10-31-72 JOHN F FORBES & COMPANY
275 ASE 12-31-72 HS
341 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
324 NY 12-31-72 PW
652 NYSE 06-30-73 PMM
349 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
598 OTC 12-31-72 TR
614 12-31-72 EE
281 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
208 NYSE 09-30-72 AY
739 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
491 NYSE 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
491 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
601 OTC 12-31-72 PW
615 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
239 OTC 12-31-72 EE
614 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
735 OTC 12-31-72 EE
671 OTC 12-31-72 EE
601 12-31-72 EE
01 1 OTC 10-31-72 AA
679 NYSE 06-30-73 EE
679 nyse 12-31-72 EE
631 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
275 OTC 02-29-72 EE
352 nyse 11-30-72 TR
283 nyse 12-31-72 AA
508 nyse 12-31-72 TR
781 ASE 03-03-73 CL
614 nyse 12-31-72 HS
264 ASE 03-31-73 KESSELMAN & kESSElmAN (TEl-AVIv)
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COMPANY NAME
AMERICAN MAIZE-PRODUCTS COMPANY
AMERICAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC
AMERICAN MARINE, LTD
AMERICAN MEDICAL INTERNATIONAL, INC.
AMERICAN MEDICORP, INC.
AMERICAN METAL CLIMAX, INC.
AMERICAN MICRO-SYSTEMS, INC
AMERICAN MOTOR INNS INCORPORATED
American motors corporation
AMERICAN NATURAL GAS COMPANY
AMERICAN PETROFINA. INCORPORATED
American precision industries inc.
American realty trust
American recreation group, inc
American road insurance company subsidiary of ford motor cre
American safety equipment corporation
American science and engineering, inc.
AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
American ship building co.
American smelting and refining company
American standard credit inc. subsidiary of American stanDar 
American standard inc.
AMERICAN STERILIZER COMPANY
American technical industries inc
American technical industries, inc
American telecommunications corporation
American telephone and telegraph company
American television and communications corporation
American television anD communications corporation 
American water works, inc.-parent
AMERICAN WATER WORKS COMPANY, INC
















ANCHOR HOCKING CORPORATION 
anderden laboratories, incorporated 
ANDERSON JACOBSON INC
STC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
204 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
221 ASE 12-31-72 HS
373 OTC 03-31-73 PMM
801 NYSE 08-31-72 AA
801 NYSE 12-31-72 LKHH
335 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
366 OTC 12-30-72 PW
701 ASE 07-31-72 PMM
371 NYSE 09-30-72 TR
492 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
291 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
366 ASE 12-29-72 TR
652 ASE 09-30-72 brown, dakes, and HOkE
509 ASE 12-31-72 EE
633 12-31-72 LYB
239 ASE 12-31-72 ss
381 OTC 03-31-73 AA
251 NYSE 12-31-72 SS
373 NYSE 10-01-72 AA
335 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
615 12-31-72 AY
343 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
384 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
391 ASE 03-31-72 HS
391 ASE 03-31-73 HS
366 OTC 04-30-73 MLF
481 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
483 OTC 06-30-72 AY
483 OTC 06-30-73 AY
499 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
499 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
356 OTC 11-30-72 LYB
679 OTC 06-30-72 PW
327 NYSE 11-30-72 AA
381 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
394 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
531 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
671 ASE 12-31-72 EE
369 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
331 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
357 NYSE 04-29-72 TR
357 NYSE 04-28-73 TR
206 NYSE 06-30-73 AA
206 NYSE 06-30-72 AA
331 NYSE 09-30-72 PW
372 NYSE 12-30-72 AY
331 OTC 10-31-72 AA
321 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
366 OTC 02-28-73 PW
357 OTC 03-31-73 HCP
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COMPANY NAME SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
ANDERSON, CLAYTON & CO. 505 NYSE 06-30-73 PMM
ANDERSON, CLAYTON & CO. 505 nyse 06-30-72 PMM
ANDREA RADIO CORPORATION 366 ASE 12-31-72 n.r. caine & company, p.c.
angelica corporation 231 NYSE 01-31-73 AA
ANGLO COMPANY LIMITED 140 ASE 09-30-72 PW
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INCORPORATED, AND SUBSIDIARIES 208 OTC 12-31-72 PW
APACHE CORPORATION 509 nyse 12-31-72 AA
APCO OIL CORPORATION 291 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
APECO CORPORATION 383 NYSE 11-30-72 AA
APL CORPORATION 509 NYSE 06-30-72 TR
APL CORPORATION 509 NYSE 06-30-73 TR
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN ELECTRIC PO 491 12-31-72 NILES 4 NILES
APPALACHIAN POWER COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 NILES 4 NILES
APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, INC 735 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
APPLIED POWER INDUSTRIES, INC. 356 OTC 08-31-72 TR
Aquitaine company of Canada ltd 131 ASE 12-31-72 TR
ARA SERVICES, INC 581 NYSE 09-29-72 AA
ARCATA NATIONAL CORPORATION 275 nyse 06-30-72 AY
ARCATA NATIONAL CORPORATION 275 nyse 06-30-73 AY
ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND COMPANY 203 nyse 06-30-72 EE
arctic ENTERPRISES, INC. 379 NYSE 03-31-72 AA
arctic enterprises, INC 379 nyse 03-31-73 AA
ARDEN-MAYFAIR. INC 541 OTC 12-30-72 LYB
ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
ARIZONA-COLORADO LAND & CATTLE COMPANY 013 ASE 12-31-72 EE
ARKANSAS BEST CORPORATION 421 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
ARKANSAS LOUISIANA GAS COMPANY 492 ASE 12-31-72 TR
ARLEN REALTY & DEVELOPMENT CORP 655 nyse 02-28-73 EISNER 4 LUBIN
ARMAC ENTERPRISES, INC 394 OTC 12-31-72 HS
ARMADA CORPORATION 504 nyse 12-31-72 lyb
ARMCO STEEL CORPORATION 331 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
ARMIN CORPORATION 509 ASE 05-31-73 AA
ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY 399 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
ARROW AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES, INC. 753 OTC 06-30-73 EE
arrow-hart, INC. 369 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
ART & LEISURE CORP 275 OTC 12-31-72 AG
ARTHUR D LITTLE, INC 739 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
ARTHUR G. MCKEE & COMPANY 150 nyse 12-31-72 EE
ARVIDA CORPORATION 655 OTC 12-31-72 PW
ARVIN INDUSTRIES, INC. 371 nyse 12-31-72 geo. s. olive & co.
ARWOOD CORPORATION 335 ASE 12-31-72 pw
ASG INDUSTRIES, INC 321 OTC 12-31-72 TR
ASHLAND OIL CANADA LIMITED 131 ASE 09-30-72 EE
ASHLAND OIL, INC. 291 nyse 09-30-72 EE
ASPEN SKIING CORPORATION 791 OTC 04-30-73 AG
ASSOCIATED COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC. 209 OTC 12-31-72 AY
ASSOCIATED DRY GOODS CORPORATION 531 nyse 02-03-73 TR
ASSOCIATED HOSTS, INC. 581 OTC 09-24-72 LKHH
ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS. INC. 509 06-30-72 TR
ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS, INC 202 06-30-73 TR
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COMPANY NAME SIC S EX B S DATE auditor
ASSOCIATED MORTGAGE INVESTORS 652 ASE 12-31-72 HS
ASSOCIATED SPRING CORPORATION 349 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
ASSOCIATED TRUCK LINES 421 OTC 12-31-72 ss
ASSOCIATES CORPORATION OF NORTH AMERICA 614 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
AT CROSS COMPANY 399 ASE 12-31-72 EE
ATALANTA CORPORATION 504 ASE 12-31-72 AA
athlone industries, INC. 231 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
ATICO MORTGAGE INVESTORS 652 NYSE 10-31-72 LYB
ATLANTIC CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
ATLANTIC STEEL COMPANY 331 OTC 12-31-72 AA
ATLAS CORPORATION 100 NYSE 06-30-72 LYB
ATLAS CORPORATION 100 NYSE 06-30-73 CL
ATWOOD OCEANICS, INC 131 OTC 09-30-72 AA
AUGAT, INC 369 ASE 12-31-72 HS
austral oil company, incorporated 139 ase 12-31-72 AA
automated building components, inc 349 ASE 01-31-73 HS
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 735 NYSE 06-30-72 TR
automatic radio mfg co, inc 366 ASE 09-30-72 HS
AUTOMATIC SWITCH COMPANY 369 ASE 12-31-72 HS
AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES, INC. 372 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
AvANNAH foods & industries, inc. 206 OTC 12-31-72 pw
AVC CORPORATION 483 ASE 12-31-72 PW
AVCO CORPORATION 372 NYSE 11-30-72 AY
avco financial services INC 614 11-30-72 AY
Avcoss finance subsidiaries subsidiaries of avco corporation 615 11-30-72 AY
Avco≥s INSURANCE SUBSIDIARIES SUBSIDIARIES OF AVCO CORPORATI 640 12-31-72 AY
avery products corporation 264 NYSE 11-30-72 PW
AVIS, INC 411 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
AVNET* INC 369 NYSE 06-30-73 LKHH
AVNET* INC. 369 NYSE 06-30-72 LKHH
AVON PRODUCTS, INC 284 NYSE 12-31-72 HCP
avondale mills 221 ASE 08-31-72 PMM
AZCON CORPORATION 349 OTC 06-30-73 PW
AZTEC OIL & GAS COMPANY 131 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
B. BRODY SEATING CO. 251 ASE 08-31-72 JKL
BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY 349 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
BABCOCK INDUSTRIES, INC 013 OTC 09-30-72 PMM
BACHE & CO. INCORPORATED 621 NYSE 01-31-73 AA
badger meter, INC. 381 ASE 12-31-72 AY
BAIRD-ATOMIC, INC 383 OTC 09-30-72 PMM
baker industries, INC 739 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
BAKER OIL TOOLS, INC. 352 NYSE 09-30-72 HS
BAkER, FENTRESS & COMPANY 679 OTC 12-31-72 TR
BALDWIN SECURITIES CORPORATION 621 ASE 12-31-72 lyb
BALL CORPORATION 309 OTC 12-31-72 PW
bally manufacturing corporation 399 OTC 12-31-72 AY
BALTIMORE BUSINESS FORMS INc. 275 OTC 12-31-72 PW
bancal tri-state corporation 671 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
BANCROFT CONVERTIBLE FUND 679 ASE 03-31-73 CL
bandag, incorporated 301 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
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COMPANY NAME
BANGOR PUNTA CORPORATION
BANISTER CONTINENTAL CORPORATION 
BANISTER CONTINENTAL, LTD 
BANK OF NEW YORK COMPANY, INC.
BANK OF VIRGINIA COMPANY
BANKERS TRUST NEW YORK CORPORATION
BANNER INDUSTRIES, INC
BANTAM BOOKS, INC




BARNES ENGINEERING COMPANY 
BARNES-HIND PHARMACEUTICALS. INC 
BARNETT MORTGAGE TRUST
BARNWELL INDUSTRIES, INC.
BARRY WRIGHT CORPORATION 






BASSETT FURNITURE INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED 
BATES MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INCORPORATED 
BATH INDUSTRIES, INC.
BAUSCH & LOMB INCORPORATED
BAXTER LABORATORIES, INC 






BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
BECTON. DICKENSON AND COMPANY
BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
BEGLEY DRUG COMPANY
BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC 
BELCO PETROLEUM CORPORATION
BELDEN CORPORATION






BENEFICIAL STANDARD MORTGAGE INVESTORS 
benguet consolidated, INC
BERNZOMATIC CORPORATION
SIC S EX B S DATE auditor
221 nyse 09-30-72 PMM
160 ASE 03-31-72 AY
160 ASE 03-31-73 AY
671 nyse 12-31-72 HS
671 nyse 12-31-72 EE
671 nyse 12-31-72 EE
421 ASE 06-30-73 AA
271 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
621 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
352 OTC 09-02-72 LYB
264 ASE 08-31-72 TR
231 OTC 06-30-73 TR
366 ASE 06-30-73 AA
283 OTC 06-30-73 AY
652 NYSE 03-31-73 CL
138 ASE 09-30-72 TR
349 ASE 12-31-72 EE
271 ASE 12-31-72 JKL
532 ASE 10-31-72 PMM
131 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
327 nyse 12-31-72 EE
131 ASE 06-30-72 AY
131 ASE 06-30-73 AY
251 OTC 11-30-72 EE
221 NYSE 12-30-72 PMM
399 nyse 12-31-72 AA
383 nyse 12-31-72 PW
384 nyse 12-31-72 AG
219 nyse 12-31-72 PW
508 NYSE 06-30-73 HS
508 NYSE 06-30-72 HS
202 nyse 02-28-73 PMM
202 nyse 02-29-72 PMM
366 nyse 06-30-73 PW
366 nyse 06-30-72 PW
384 nyse 09-30-72 EE
372 nyse 09-30-72 EE
721 OTC 03-31-73 HS
271 ASE 09-30-72 HS
131 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
335 nyse 12-31-72 MURPHY. LANIER & QUINN
221 nyse 12-31-72 SDL
507 OTC 12-31-72 TR
383 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
561 ASE 01-27-73 jkl
264 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
614 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
652 ASE 07-31-72 TR
679 nyse 12-31-72 SYCIP, GORRES, VELAYO, & CO.
342 ASE 04-30-73 PW
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BIG BEAR STORE j COMPANY
BIG THREE INDUSTRIES, INC
BIG V SUPERMARKETS, INC.
BINNEY & SMITH, INC.
BlO-DYNAMICS, INC.
BIRD & SON, INC.
black & decker manufacturing company
BLACKSTONE VALLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF EASTERN UTI 
BLESSINGS CORPORATION
BLISS & LAUGHLIN INDUSTRIES. INCORPORATED
BLOCK DRUG COMPANY, INC.











BOLT BERANEK AND NEWMAN INC
bolt beranek AND NEWMAN INC
bond INDUSTRIES, INC.







BOW valley industries, inc
BOWMAR INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
BOWNE & CO., INC.
BRAD KAGAN. INC.
BRADEN INDUSTRIES, INC
BRADFORD COMPUTER & SYSTEMS, INC.
BRANCH INDUSTRIES, INC.
braniff airways, incorporated 
brascan limited
BRAUN ENGINEERING COMPANY













































































NYSE 04-30-72 clarence rainess & CO.


























1972 ANNUAL REPORT FILE ALPHABETICAL LISTING
COMPANY NAME
BREEZE CORPORATIONS, INC.
BRIGGS & STRATTON CORPORATION
BRIGGS & STRATTON CORPORATION
BRlNK≥S, INCORPORATED SUBSIDIARY OF THE PITTSTON COMPANY 
BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY
BRITISH PETROLEUM COMPANY LIMITED
BRO-DART INDUSTRIES
BROADWAY-HALE STORES, INC.
brockton Edison company subsidiary of eastern utilities asso
BROCKWAY GLASS COMPANY, INC.
BROKEN hill PROPRIETARY COMPANY LIMITED (PARENT)
BROKEN HILL PROPRIETARY COMPANY LIMITED
BROOK HOLLOW CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF TEXAS INDUSTRIES. INC 
BROOKHOLLOW CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF TEXAS INDUSTRIES, INC, 
BROOKLYN UNION GAS COMPANY
BROOKS & PERKINS, INCORPORATED
BROOKS-SCANLON. INC
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION










BUDGET CAPITAL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY of budget industries, 
budget industries, inc
BUEHLER CORPORATION 
buffalo forge company 
BUFFUMS≥ 
builders investment group 
BUILDEX, INCORPORATED 
BULOVA WATCH COMPANY INC. 
BULOVA WATCH COMPANY INC. 
BUNDY CORPORATION 
BUNKER RAMO CORPORATION 
buroett oxygen co. of Cleveland, inc.
BURGER KING CORPOARTION SUBSIDIARY OF THE PILLSBURY COMPANY 
BURGER KING CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF PILLSBURY COMPANY 





BUTLER AVIATION INTERNATIONAL, INC.
BUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BUTTES GAS & OIL CO.
SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
356 ASE 12-31-72 HS
351 NYSE 06-30-72 AA
351 NYSF 06-30-72 AA
739 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
283 NYS 12-31-72 PW
131 nyse 12-31-72 WHINNEY MURRAY & CO
509 ASE 06-30-73 PMM
531 NYSE 02-03-73 PW
491 12-31-72 AG
321 NYSE 12-31-72 MLF
331 OTC 05-31-73 JK little, nk BAKER
331 OTC 05-31-73 j.k. little, n.k. baker
655 05-31-73 EE
655 05-31-72 EE
492 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
349 ASE 07-31-72 EE
241 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
508 OTC 03-31-73 AY
500 03-31-73 AY
264 NYSE 11-30-72 EE
314 NYSE 10-28-72 EE
208 ASE 04-30-73 CL
499 nyse 09-30-72 AA
394 nyse 12-31-72 AA
104 nyse 12-31-72 EE
652 ASE 09-30-72 PMM
356 ASE 05-31-73 PW
352 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
601 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
614 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
372 ASE 12-31-72 EE
356 NYSE 11-30-72 EE
531 OTC 01-31-73 TR
679 NYSE 09-30-72 SDL
150 ASE 09-30-72 AA
387 NYSE 03-31-73 PMM
387 nyse 03-31-72 PMM
331 ASE 07-31-72 EE
369 nyse 12-31-72 HS
281 OTC 02-28-73 PW
581 05-31-72 TR
581 05-31-73 TR
352 ASE 09-30-72 AY
221 nyse 09-30-72 PMM
400 nyse 12-31-72 HS
369 nyse 12-31-72 TR
357 nyse 12-31-72 PW
450 ASE 12-31-72 AY
349 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
139 ASE 12-31-72 TR
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COMPANY NAME
C & K PETROLEUM
C. BREWER AND COMPANY, LIMITED
C. H. MASLAND & SONS










CALIFORNIA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
CALIFORNIA PORTLAND CEmENT COMPANY
CALLAHAN MINING CORPORATION
calvert exploration company
CAMERON IRON WORKS, INC.
CAMPBELL CHAIN COMPANY
campbEll chIbougAmau mines ltd
CAMPBELL INDUSTRIES
campbEll red lake mines limited
CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY
CAMPBELL TAGGART
CANADA SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
CANADIAN BREWERIES LIMITED
Canadian export gas & oil ltd.
CANADIAN HOMESTEAD OILS LIMITED
CANADIAN HYDROCARBONS LIMITED




Canadian occidental petroleum ltd
CANADIAN PACIFIC AIR LINES LIMITED SUBSIDIARY OF CANADIAN PA
CANADIAN PACIFIC INVESTMENTS LIMITED SUBSIDIARY OF CANADIAN 
CANADIAN PACIFIC LIMITED
CANADIAN SUPERIOR OIL LTD
CANNON MILLS COMPANY
CAPITAL BANCORPORATION SUBSIDIARY Of SHELTER resources corpo
CAPITAL CITIES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
CAPITAL HOLDING CORPORATION
CAPITAL southwest CORPORATION
CAPITOL FOOD INDUSTRIES, INC.
CAPITOL INDUSTRIES. INC.
CARE CORPORATION




SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
131 ASE 12-31-72 AA
206 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
227 ASE 12-31-72 EE
679 ASE 06-30-73 PMM
500 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
783 ASE 11-30-72 EE
289 NYSE 09-30-72 LYB
652 NYSE 05-31-72 AY
591 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
201 ASE 03-31-73 KANES, BENATOR & EMERSON
281 OTC 12-31-72 AG
531 ASE 01-27-73 SDL
612 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
324 ASE 04-30-73 HS
324 ASE 04-30-72 HS
356 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
139 ASE 08-31-72 HCP
331 OTC 06-30-72 AA
349 OTC 06-30-73 AA
100 ASE 06-30-73 ARTHUR YOUNG, CLARkSON, GORDON & CO
373 ASE 03-31-73 PMM
104 NYSE 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO.
203 NYSE 07-30-72 PW
205 OTC 01-02-73 AY
400 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
208 NYSE 06-30-72 PW
131 ASE 04-30-73 PMM
131 ASE 05-31-73 PMM
598 ASE 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO
491 ASE 12-31-72 AY
489 ASE 03-31-73 PW
100 ASE 06-30-72 PW
100 ASE 06-30-73 PW
138 ASE 12-31-72 AA
450 12-31-72 PW
679 12-31-72 PW
400 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
131 ASE 12-31-72 PW
221 OTC 12-31-72 HS
601 12-31-72 EE
483 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
671 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
679 OTC 03-31-73 HS
203 ASE 05-31-73 EE
366 ASE 06-30-72 LYB
801 OTC 04-30-73 AA
615 07-31-72 AA
301 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
202 ASE 12-31-72 PW
655 OTC 03-31-73 EE
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COMPANY NAME
CAROLINA FREIGHT CARRIERS CORPORATION
CAROLINA PIPELINE COMPANY




CARRIER DISTRIBUTION CREDIT CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF CARRIE 
CARRIER LEASING CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF CCl CORPORATION 




CASTLE & COOKE, INC.
CASTLETON INDUSTRIES, INC
CASTLEWOOD INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION















CENTRAL AND SOUTH WEST CORPORATION
CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT COMPANY
CENTRAL ILLINOIS PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY
CENTRAL LOUISIANA ELECTRIC COMPANY
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
CENTRAL POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY
CENTRAL SECURITIES CORPORATION
central soya company, inc.
CENTRAL TELEPHONE & UTILITIES CORPORATION
CENTRAL telephone company
century bank subsidiary of budget industries, inc
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COMPANY NAME
CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING corporation 
CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
CHAMPION home builders co
CHAMPION INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY 
CHANNEL COMPANIES, INC 
CHARMING SHOPPES, INC 
CHARTER COMPANY
CHARTER MEDICAL CORPORATION
CHARTER NEw YORK CORPORATION
CHASE MANHATTAN BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION SUBSIDIARY OF CHA 
CHASE MANHATTAN CORPORATION
CHASE MANHATTAN MORTGAGE & REALTY TRUST
CHATHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
CHATTEm DRUG & CHEMICAL COMPANY
CHB FOODS* INC
CHECKER MOTORS CORPORATION 
CHELSEA INDUSTRIES, INC. 
CHEmETRON CORPORATION
CHEMICAL BANK SUBSIDIARY OF CHEmICAL NEw YORK CORPORATION
CHEMICAL EXPRESS COMPANY
CHEMICAL NEw YORK CORPORATION 
CHERRY-BURRELL CORPORATION 
CHESAPEAKE ANO OHIO RAILWAY COMPANY 
CHESAPEAKE AND POTOMAC TELEPHONE COMPANY 
CHESE BROUGH-POND≥S INC.
CHICAGO & EASTERN ILLINOIS RAILROAD COMPANY
CHICAGO & EASTERN ILLINOIS SYSTEm SUBSIDIARY OF MISSOURI PAC 
CHICAGO BRIDGE & IRON COMPANY 
CHICAGO MILWAUKEE CORPORATION
CHICAGO MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY 
CHICAGO RIVET & MACHINE CO 
Chicago, rock island and pacific railroad company-parent 
CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY 
CHILO WORLD, INC.
CHILTON CORPORATION
CHRIS-CRAFT INDUSTRIES, INC. 
chromalloy American corporation 
CHRYSLER CORPORATION
CHRYSLER FINANCIAL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY Of CHRYSLER CORPOR 
CHRYSLER FINANCIAL CORPORATION
CHRYSLER LEASING CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF CHRYSLER COR 
CHRYSLER REALTY CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY of chryser CORPORATIO 
ci mortgage group
CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
CINCINNATI MILACRON INC.
CINEMA 5 LTD. 
CINERAMA, INC 
CIRCLE F INDUSTRIES. INC
SIC S EX 8 S DATE AUDITOR
349 OTC 06-30-72 PW
349 OTC 06-30-73 PW
379 ASE 03-31-73 PW
241 nyse 12-31-72 AA
369 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
521 OTC 01-31-73 GLICKMAN, ZIMMERMAN, & CO
561 OTC 02-03-73 TR
291 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
801 ASE 09-30-72 EE
671 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
601 12-31-72 PMM
671 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
652 nyse 05-31-73 PMM
221 OTC 12-31-72 D.E. GATEWOOD AND COMPANY
283 OTC 05-31-73 AA
203 ASE 06-30-72 EE
371 nyse 12-31-72 EE
221 nyse 09-30-72 TR
281 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
601 12-31-72 PW
421 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
671 nyse 12-31-72 PW
355 ASE 10-31-72 AA
400 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
481 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
284 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
400 NYSE 12-31-72 p W
400 12-31-72 PW
349 OTC 12-31-72 AA
400 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
393 12-31-72 HS
354 nyse 12-31-72 PW
345 ASE 12-31-72 JOHN E BURKE & CO
400 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
400 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
599 ASE 02-03-73 EE
735 OTC 03-31-73 AA
373 nyse 08-31-72 AA
331 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
371 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
615 12-31-72 TR
614 nyse 12-31-72 TR
739 12-31-72 TR
655 12-31-72 TR
652 NYSE 10-31-72 PMM
493 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
354 NYSE 12-30-72 EE
781 ASE 09-30-72 S. WALTER KAUFMAN & CO.
781 ASE 12-30-72 PMM
369 OTC 12-31-72 PW
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CITY gas company offloriDa
city STORES COMPANY AND RETAIL SUBSIDIARIES
CITY STORES COMPANY
CITy stores CREDIT CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY Of CITY STORES COM 
CLARK CABLE CORPORATION 
CLARK EQUIPMENT COMPANY
CLARK EQUIPMENT CREDIT CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF CLARK EQUIP 
CLARK OIL & REFINING CORPORATION
CLARKSON INDUSTRIES, INc
clarostat mfg. co., INC.
CLAUSING CORPORATION




CLUETT, PEABODY & CO. INC.
CMI INVESTMENT CORP
CNA financial corporation.
COAST MORTGAGE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF MARINE BANCORPORATION
COASTAL STATES gAS PRODUCING COMPANY





coldwell, banker anD COMPANY




COLLINS & AIKMAN CORPORATION
COLLINS & AIKMAN CORPORATION
COLLINS FOOD INTERNATIONAL, INC
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
COLONIAL COMMERCIAL CORP




COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM INC
COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC.
COLUMBUS and southern OhIO electric company
COLWELL COMPANY
combined communications corporation
combined financial sERvIce subsidiaries & subsidiaries of na
COMBINED LEASING SUBSIDIARIES OF lEASCO CORPORATION
SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
541 ASE 04-30-73 PMM
614 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
291 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
616 ASE 12-31-72 EE
492 ASE 03-31-73 TR
531 nyse 02-03-73 SDL
531 nyse 02-03-73 SDL
615 02-03-73 SDL
369 ASE 01-31-73 SOLOWAY & VON ROSEN
352 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
615 12-31-72 PW
291 nyse 12-31-72 EE
356 ASE 04-30-73 HS
366 ASE 12-30-72 KALISH, RUBINROIT & CO
354 OTC 06-30-73 EE
491 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
251 ASE 12-31-72 TR
281 NYSE 06-30-72 HS
331 OTC 12-31-72 EE
231 nyse 12-31-72 HS
679 ASE 12-31-72 AA
671 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
601 12-31-72 HS
492 nyse 06-30-72 TR
209 OTC 12-31-72 PW
508 ASE 03-31-73 AA
597 ASE 04-30-72 EE
597 ASE 04-29-73 EE
366 ASE 12-31-72 AY
455 nyse 06-30-72 EE
342 ASE 10-28-72 AA
394 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
394 nyse 12-31-72 PW
284 nyse 12-31-72 AA
221 nyse 02-26-72 AY
221 NYSE 03-03-73 AY
581 nyse 04-30-73 AA
366 nyse 07-28-72 LYB
616 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
691 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
541 nyse 12-30-72 PMM
331 nyse 12-31-72 AA
483 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
492 nyse 12-31-72 AA
781 nyse 07-01-72 PW
491 nyse 12-31-72 AA
616 ASE 03-31-73 PMM




1972 ANNUAL REPORT FILE ALPHABETICAL LISTING
COMPANY NAME
COMBINED LIFE INSURANCE SUBSIDIARIES SUBSIDIARIES OF NATTONw 
COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC, 
combustion equipment associates, inc 
cominco ltd
COMMERCIAL BANKING SUBSIDIARIES OF FIRST PENNSYLVANIA CORPOR 
COMMERCIAL CREDIT COMPANY
commercial credit company subsidiary of control data corpora 
commercial shearing, INC. 
commercial solvents corporation 
commonwealth Edison corporation
commonwealth oil refining company, inc. 
COMMUNICATION SATELLITE CORPORATION 
community psychiatric CENTERS 
community public service COMPANY 




computer AUTOMATION, INC. 
computer DESIGN corporation
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORP. 
computer image corporation 
computer instruments corporation 
computer investors group, inc 
computer machinery corporation 
computer SCIENCES CORPORATION 
computer SCIENCES CORPORATION 




CONCORD FABRICS INC 
CONDEC CORPORATION 
CONE MILLS CORPORATION 






CONSOLIDALED DIVISIONAL OF ARLEN REALTY DEVELOPMENT CORP 
CONSOLIDATED EdISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
CONSOLIDATED FOODS CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED FOODS CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS, INC 
CONSOLIDATED NATIONAL SHOE CORPORATION 
CONSOLIDATED NATURAL GAS COmPANy 
consolidated PAPERS, INC.
CONSOLIDATED REFINING CO 
CONSUMER CREPIT DIVISION OF USLlFE CORPORATION
SIC S Ex B S DATE AUDITOR
631 12-31-72 PMM
349 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
356 ASE 11-30-72 CL
100 ASE 12-31-72 THORNE GUNN & CO
601 12-31-72 PMM
614 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
615 12-31-72 PMM
349 OTC 10-31-72 EE
281 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
491 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
291 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
489 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
801 ASE 11-30-72 TR
491 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
355 ASE 12-31-72 TR
366 ASE 09-30-72 LYB
357 ASE 09-30-72 AA
735 OTC 12-31-72 TR
357 OTC 07-01-73 AA
357 OTC 12-31-72 AA
366 ASE 12-31-72 AA
357 OTC 06-30-72 AY
366 ASE 12-31-72 HS
735 ASE 03-31-73 PMM
357 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
735 NYSE 03-30-73 TR
735 NYSE 03-31-72 TR
735 NYSE 10-31-72 AA
204 NYSE 06-24-73 PMM
204 NYSE 06-25-72 PMM
285 ASE 10-28-72 AA
221 ASE 09-03-72 EISNER & LUBIN .
349 ASE 07-31-72 AY
221 NYSE 12-31-72 A.M. PULLEN & COMPANY
652 NYSE 03-31-73 PW
265 ASE 12-31-72 PW
369 ASE 04-27-73 PMM
381 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
327 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
373 ASE 08-31-72 EE
655 02-28-73 EISNER & LUBIN
491 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
203 NYSF 06-30-73 AA
203 NYSE 07-01-72 AA
421 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
314 ASE 11-25-72 AA
492 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
264 OTC 12-31-72 AA
335 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
614 12-31-72 PMM
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COMPANY NAME
CONSUMER FINANCE SUBSIDIARIES OF FIRST PENNSYLAVANIA CO 
CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
CONSYNE CORPORATION
CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA SUBSIDIARY OF MARCOR, INC 




CONTINENTAL COPPER & STEEL INDUSTRIES, INC.







CONTINENTAL STEEL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF PENN DIXIE
CONTINENTAL TELEPHONE CORPORATION
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION









COOPER TIKE & RUBBER COMPANY
COPELAND CORPORATION








CORROON & BLACK CORPORATION
COTT CORPORATION
Cousins mortgage and equity investments
COWLES COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
COX BROADCASTING CORPORATION
COX CABLE COMMUNICATIONS, INC
CPC INTERNATIONAL INC.





SIC S EX 8 S DATE AUDITOR
614 12-31-72 PMM
493 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
384 ASE 12-31-72 PW
265 01-31-73 AA
450 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
341 nyse 12-31-72 HS
209 OTC 09-30-72 PW
701 ASE 12-31-72 AG
335 nyse 06-30-72 LYB
335 nyse 06-30-73 CL
671 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
652 NYSE 03-31-73 AA
621 nyse 12-31-72 PW
275 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
652 nyse 03-31-73 PW
291 nyse 12-31-72 AY
331 nyse 12-30-72 MLF
481 ASE 12-31-72 AA
357 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
621 12-31-72 LYB
219 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
366 ASE 06-30-73 EE
505 ASE 05-31-73 PMM
505 ASE 05-31-72 PMM
285 ASE 11-30-72 EE
541 nyse 12-30-72 EE
351 nyse 12-31-72 PW
283 nyse 10-31-72 PMM
301 nyse 12-31-72 AY
358 nyse 09-30-71 EE
335 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
331 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
265 OTC 12-30-72 LYB
384 OTC 06-30-73 AY
355 ASE 12-31-72 HS
739 ASE 12-31-72 AA
358 OTC 10-31-72 EE
321 nyse 12-31-72 PW
640 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
209 ASE 12-31-72 TR
652 NYSE 08-31-72 AA
271 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
483 nyse 12-31-72 HS
489 ASE 12-31-72 HS
204 nyse 12-31-72 MLF
314 OTC 09-30-72 A.M. PULLEN & COMPANY
366 ASE 06-30-72 PMM
349 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
640 OTC 12-31-72 AA
614 nyse 09-30-72 PMM
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COMPANY NAME SIC S EX 8 S DATE AUDITOR
creole petroleum corporation 291 ASE 12-31-72 PW
CROCKEr NATIONAL bank SUBSIDIARY OF CROCKEr national corpora 601 12-31-72 AA
CROCKEr NATIONAL corporation 671 nyse 12-31-72 AA
CROMPTION COMPANY INC and TEXTILE SUBSIDIARIES CROMPTIN-RICH 221 09-30-72 SDL
CROMPTON & KNOWLES CORPORATION 355 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
CROMPTON COMPANY, INC. 221 ASE 09-30-72 SDL
CROUSE-HINDS COMPANY 369 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
CROWLEY, MILNER & COMPANY 531 ASE 01-31-73 EE
CROWN CENTRAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION 291 ASE 12-31-72 EE
crown zellerbach 264 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
CRS DESIGN ASSOCIATES, INC. 899 OTC 06-30-73 TR
crystal oil company 131 ASE 12-31-72 EE
CSC CAPITAL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARIES Of CAPITAL SOUThwEsT CO 679 03-31-73 HS
CSE CORPORATION 671 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
CTS CORPORATION 366 nyse 12-31-72 AG
CUBIC CORPORATION 366 ASE 12-31-72 EE
CULLlGAN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 358 nyse 04-30-73 AA
CULLUM COMPANIES, INC. 541 OTC 06-24-72 AA
cummins engine company 351 nyse 12-31-72 AA
CUNNINgHAm DRUG STORES, INCORPORATED 591 nyse 09-30-72 AA
CURTIS MATHES CORPORATION 366 ase 05-31-73 LEATHERWOOD AND WARD
CURTIS NOLL CORPORATION 501 OTC 12-31-72 EE
CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION 372 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
CUTLER-HAMMER, INC. 369 nyse 12-31-72 AA
CUTTER LABORATORIES 283 ase 12-31-72 PW
CW TRANSPORT, INC. 421 ase 12-30-72 CONLEY, MCDONALD, SPRAGUE & CO
CYCLOPS CORPORATION 331 nyse 12-31-72 PW
CYPRUS MINES CORPORATION 100 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
D. H. BALDWIN COMPANY 393 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
DAHLSTROM CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF TEXAS INDUSTRIES, INC. 150 05-31-73 EE
DAHLSTROM CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF TEXAS INDUSTRIES, INC 150 05-31-72 EE
DAITCH CRYSTAL DAIRIES, INC. 541 ASE 12-30-72 TR
DAMON CORPORATION 801 nyse 08-31-72 LYB
DAN RIVER INC. 221 NYSE 12-30-72 PMM
DANA CORPORATION 371 nyse 08-31-72 PW
DANALAB, INC 369 OTC 09-30-72 PW
DANIEL INDUSTRIES, INC. 381 ASE 09-30-72 PW
DART DRUG CORPORATION 591 OTC 03-31-73 LEE, HENDRICKS & COMPANY
DART INDUSTRIES INC. 283 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
DASA CORPORATION 366 OTC 10-31-72 AA
DATA DOCUMENTS, INC 264 ASE 09-30-72 PMM
DATA PRODUCTS CORPORATION 366 ASE 03-31-73 AY
Data-control systems, inc. 366 ASE 09-29-72 LYB
DAVIS WATER & WASTE INDUSTRIES INC 324 OTC 04-30-73 PW
DAY MINES, INC 100 ASE 12-31-72 LEMASTER & DANIELS
DAYCO CORPORATION 309 NYSE 10-31-72 EE
DAYLIN, INC. 561 nyse 09-31-72 PMM
DAYTON HUDSON CORPORATION 531 NYSE 02-03-73 EE
DAYTON POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 493 nyse 12-31-72 AA
dcl incorporated 735 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
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COMPANY NAME





DEERE & COMPANY  
DEJUR-AMSCO CORPORATION
DEKALB AG RESEARCH, INC
DEL MONTE CORPORATION
del monte corporation
DELAVAL TURBINE INc. SUBSIDIARY OF TRANSAMERICA CORPORATION 
DELHI INTERNATIONAL OIL CORPORATION
DELMARvA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
DELTA AIR LINES, INC
DELTEC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DELTONA CORPORATION






DEPOSITORS TRUST COMPANY Of BANGOR SUBSIDIARY Of DEPOSITORS 
DEPOSITORS trust COMPANY SUBSIDIARY of DEPOSITORS corporatio 
DEPOSITORS TRUST COMPANY OF PORTLAND SUBSIDIARY OF DEPOSITOR 
DESERET PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY INC.
DESOTO, INC.
DETECTO SCALES, INC.
DETROIT & CANADA TUNNEL CORPORATION
DETROIT EDISON COMPANY
Detroit international bridge company















DILLARD DEPARTMENT STORES INC
DILLON COMPANIES INC
DINNER BELL FOODS INC
DINNER BELL FOODS, INC.
SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
379 ASE 12-31-72 AA
202 OTC 12-31-72 PW
160 ASE 10-31-72 AY
349 OTC 12-31-72 AA
239 OTC 01-27-73 LYB
352 NYSE 10-31-72 HS
508 ASE 12-31-72 AG
011 OTC 08-31-72 LYB
203 NYSE 05-31-72 PW
203 NYSE 05-31-73 PW
351 12-31-72 EE
139 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
450 NYSE 06-30-72 AA
991 nyse 09-30-72 PW
655 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
275 OTC 12-31-72 HS
384 ASE 12-31-72 MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY
100 OTC 12-31-72 EDDIS & ASSOCIATES
264 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
384 NYSE 12-31-72 PW




384 ASE 08-31-72 HS
285 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
357 ASE 12-31-72 LKHH
478 OTC 10-31-72 AA
491 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
478 OTC 12-31-72 TR
655 ASE 12-31-72 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
225 ASE 03-30-73 CLARENCE RAINESS & CO
225 ASE 03-31-72 CLARENCE RAINESS & CO.
289 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
231 ASE 06-03-72 EISNER & LUBIN
504 nyse 12-31-72 PW
283 OTC 02-28-73 HS
614 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
264 nyse 12-31-72 HS
138 ASE 12-31-72 EE
281 nyse 12-31-72 PW
357 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
357 nyse 12-31-72 mlf
357 nyse 07-01-72 LYB
357 nyse 06-30-73 CL
531 ASE 02-03-73 EE
541 nyse 07-01-72 PMM
201 06-30-73 AY
201 OTC 07-01-72 ay
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DISCOUNT FABRICS, INC 533 ASE 09-30-72 MLF
DISSTON, INC. 352 nyse 12-31-72 AA
DISTILLERS CORPORATION-SEAGRAMS LIMITED 208 NYSE 07-31-72 PW
DlSTRlBUCO, INC. 504 03-31-73 EE
DIVERSIFIED EARTH SCIENCES, INC 331 OTC 10-31-72 PMM
DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIES, INC. 509 NYSE 10-31-72 LYB
DIVERSIFIED MORTGAGE INVESTORS 652 nyse 12-31-72 PW
DOLLAR GENERAL CORPORATION 561 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
domain industries, inc. 204 OTC 01-31-73 EE
dome mines LIMITED 100 nyse 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO.
dome MINES LlMlTED-PARENT 100 nyse 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO.
DONALDSON, LUFKIN & JENRETTE, INC 621 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
DONOVAN COMPANIES, INC 160 OTC 12-31-72 TAYLOR, MCCASKILL & CO
DOREMUS & COMPANY 731 OTC 12-31-72 PW
DOUGHERTY BROTHERS COMPANY 321 OTC 05-31-73 MAURICE M. AUGUST
DOUGLAS & LOMASON COMPANY 349 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
DOVER CORPORATION 352 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
DOW JONES & COMPANY, INC 271 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
DOWNE COMMUNICATIONS INC 275 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
downey savings and loan association 612 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
DOYLE DANE BERNfiACH INC. 731 OTC 10-31-72 DAVID BERDON & CO.
DPA, INC. 735 ASE 11-30-72 AA
DPF INCORPORATED 735 nyse 05-31-73 PMM
DR. PEPPER 209 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
DRAVO CORPORATION 160 nyse 12-31-72 MLF
dresser industries, inc. 356 NYSE 10-31-72 AA
drew national corporation 599 ASE 08-31-72 HERTZ, HERSON & COMPANY
DREYFUS CORPORATION 621 NYSE 12-31-72 SDL
DRIVER-HARRIS COMPANY 335 ASE 12-31-72 EE
DRUG FAIR, INC 591 ASE 06-30-72 MB HARITON AND COMPANY
DU PONT OF CANADA LIMITED 281 TSE. 12-31-72 TR
DUCOMMUN INCORPORATED 509 OTC 12-31-72 HS
DUKE POWER COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
DUN & BRADSTREET, INC. 739 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
DUNKIN≥ DONUTS INCORPORATED 581 OTC 10-28-72 PW
DUPLEX PRODUCTS INC, 275 OTC 10-31-72 AG
DUQUESNE LIGHT COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
DURHAM AND SOUTH CAROUNA RAILROAD COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF NORF 400 12-31-72 PMM
DURO-TEST CORPORATION 369 ASE 07-31-72 HCP
DURR-FILLAUER MEDICAL, INC. 508 OTC 12-31-72 HS
DYMO INDUSTRIES, INC. 357 nyse 06-30-73 AA
DYMO INDUSTRIES, INC. 357 nyse 06-30-72 AA
DYNAlECTRUN CORPORATION 739 ASE 12-31-72 AA
DYNELL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 366 ASE 09-30-72 RICHARD A. EISNER & COMPANY
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 366 OTC 12-31-72 EE
E. H. CRUMP COMPANIES INC 640 OTC 12-31-72 HS
E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 281 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
E. T. BARWICK INDUSTRIES, INC. 227 ASE 04-30-72 EE
E.F. HUTTON COMPANY, INC. 621 nyse 12-31-72 AA
E.T. BARWICK INDUSTRIES, INc. 227 ASE 04-30-73 EE
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eagle clothes, inc. 231 ASE 07-31-72 SDL
EAGLE-pICHER industries. INC. 281 nyse 11-30-72 PMM
earl SCHEIB INC 753 ASE 04-30-73 SS
EARLE M. JORGENSEN COMPANY 509 nyse 12-31-72 PW
EARLY CALIFORNIA INDUSTRIES, INC. 203 OTC 03-31-72 TR
EARLY CALIFORNIA INDUSTRIES INC. 203 OTC 03-31-73 TR
EARTH RESOURCES COMPANY 291 ASE 08-31-72 lyb
EASCO CORPORATION 331 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
EASON OIL COMPANY 131 ASE 07-31-72 AY
EASTERN AIR DEUlCES, INC 369 ASE 07-29-72 MLF
EASTERN AIR LINES, INC 450 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
EASTERN GAS AND FUEL ASSOCIATES 120 nyse 12-31-72 AA
EASTERN UTILITIES ASSOCIATES 491 nyse 12-31-72 AG
EASTERN UTILITIES ASSOCIATES-HOLDING ASSOCIATION ONLY 491 nyse 12-31-72 AG
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 383 nyse 12-31-72 pw
EATON CORPORATION 371 nyse 12-31-72 EE
EAZOR EXPRESS, INC. 421 ASE 12-31-72 MLF
EBERLINE INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 366 OTC 09-30-72 bandy, manning, DAVIS & CO
ECKERD DRUGS, INC 591 NYSE 03-31-73 HS
ECKERD DRUGS, INC. 591 NYSE 04-01-72 HS
ECODYNE CORPORATION 324 ASE 12-31-72 AA
economics laboratory, inc 284 OTC 06-30-73 CL
ECONOMICS LABORATORY, INC. 284 OTC 06-30-72 LYB
EDlSON BANk. NA SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST NATIONAL STATE bANCORPOR 601 12-31-72 JH COHN & COMPANY
Edison brothers stores, inc. 566 NYSE 12-30-72 SDL
edmos corporation 221 ASE 12-30-72 benjamin nadel & company
EDO CORPORATION 366 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
EDP RESOURCES, INC. 735 OTC 04-30-73 EE
educational development corporation 271 OTC 02-28-73 AY
EG&G* INC, 366 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
Egan machinery company 355 ASE 09-30-72 LYB
EHRENREICH PHOTO-OPTIcAl INDUSTRIES, inc 509 ASE 04-30-73 BROUT, ISAACS, & COMPANY
el chico corporation 581 OTC 06-01-73 AY
El PASO NATURAL GAS COMPANY 492 NYSE 12-31-72 MLF
el-tronics, inc 354 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
Elba systems corporation 820 OTC 04-30-73 AY
elco corporation 366 ASE 06-30-73 LKHH
elcor CHEMICAL CORPORATION 281 ASE 06-30-73 AA
ELDER-BEERMAN STORES CORP 531 OTc 01-28-73 HS
elDon industries, inc 394 OTC 12-30-72 AA
ELECTRIC HOSE & RUBBER COMPANY 309 ASE 08-31-72 PW
ELECTRO-CRAFT CORPORATION 366 OTC 12-31-72 AG
electro-nite co 739 OTC 12-31-72 waldbaum, rockower & co
ELECTRO-NUCLEONICS, inc 355 OTC 06-30-73 PMM
ELECTROGRAPHIC CORPORATION 781 ASE 12-31-72 HS
electronic assistance corporation 342 ASE 01-31-72 AA
ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC 357 nyse 12-29-72 AA
electronic computer programming institute, inc. 820 ASE 12-31-72 FRED LANDAU & CO.
ELECTRONIC data SYSTEMS corporation 735 NYSE 06-30-73 AY
ELECTRONIC MEMORIES & MAGNETICS CORPORATION 366 NYSE 12-30-72 AY
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COMPANY NAME
electronics corporation of America 
electrospace corporation 
Elgin national industries, inc 
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
ELIXIR INDUSTRIES
ELK HORN COAL CORPORATION 
eltra corporation 
emenee corporation 
Emerson electric co. 





empire gas corporation 
employers reinsurance corporation subsidiary of erc corporat 
empress international ltd
ENDICOTT BANK OF NEw YORK SUBSIDIARY OF BANk OF NEW YORK COM 
ENERGY RESOURCES CORPORATION
ENGELHARD MINERALS AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION




EQUITABLE GAS COMPANY 
equitable life mortgage and realty investors 
EQUITABLE SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION 
EQUITY NATIONAL INDUSTRIES, INC
ERC CORPORATION
ERIE LACKAWANNA RAILWAY COMPANY











euthenics systems corporation 





Excess and treaty reinsurance corporation subsidiary of fEde
EXECUTIVE INDUSTRIES, INC.
EXECUTONE, INC
sic   S Ex B S DATE AUDITOR  
369 ASE 12-31-72 AG
366 ASE 12-31-72 l. handelsman and company
150 nyse 12-31-72 TR
283 NYSF 12-31-72 EE
349 NYSE 06-30-73 AA
651 ASE 12-31-72 EE
369 nyse 09-30-72 PW
393 ASE 12-31-72 EE
369 nyse 09-30-72 PMM
471 nyse 12-31-72 PW
281 nyse 03-31-72 LYB
281 nyse 03-31-73 CL
342 nyse 12-31-72 HS
671 nyse 12-31-72 JKL
598 nyse 06-30-72 BAIRD, KURTz & DOBSON
633 12-31-72 AY
504 ase 04-30-73 HS
601 12-31-72 HS  
131 OTc 06-30-73 sproles, wOODARD, LAvERTy & ray
509 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
275 NYSE 02-28-73 PMM
358 NYSE 03-31-73 HS
358 nyse 03-31-72 HS
671 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
492 nyse 12-31-72 AY
652 nyse 10-31-72 HS
612 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
379 ASE 12-31-72 EE
671 OTC 12-31-72 AY
400 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
150 OTC 02-28-73 TR
239 ASE 01-31-73 SS
369 NYSE 03-31-73 CL
369 NYSF. 03-31-72 LYB
506 OTC 09-30-72 MILLER, SHOCKEY & CO
271 NYSE 03-31-73 JKL
281 ASE 12-31-72 AA
369 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
369 NYSE 10-31-72 AA
251 OTC 09-30-72 FRED LANDAU & CO.
281 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
351 ASE 12-31-72 AA
615 12-31-72 TR
241 nyse 12-31-72 TR
561 OTC 02-28-73 CL
354 NYSE 11-30-72 PMM
671 ASE 12-31-72 HS
633 12-31-72 TR
379 OTC 09-30-72 AA
366 ASE 12-31-72 BROUT, ISAACS & COMPANY
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COMPANY NAME
ExTENDICARE, INC 
extracorporeal medical specialties, INC. 
EXXON CORPORATION
F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.
F.L. JACOBS CO,
F.W, WOOLWORTH AND CO., LIMITED, ENGLAND SUBSIDIARY OF F,W.
fab industries, inc
FABERGE. INCORPORATED
FABRI-CENTERS OF AMERICA, INC,








FAIRMONT FOODS COMPANY 
FAIRMOUNT CHEMICAL CO., INC.
FALCON SEABOARD INC,
FALCONBRIDGE NICKEL MINES LIMITED




FAMILY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
family record PLAN, incorporated 
FANNY FARMER CANDY SHOPS, INC,
FANSTEEL. INC.
FAR WEST FINANCIAL CORPORATION




FARMERS NEW WORLD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARIES OF FAR
FARMERS NEW WORLD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
FASHION FABRICS, INC 
fashion Two twenty, inc. 
FAY≥S DRUG COMPANY INC 
FEDDERS corporation
fedders FINANCIAL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY Of FEDDERS corporat
FEDERAL COMPANY
fEdEraL national mortgaGe association
federal paper BOARD company, inc
FEDERAL resources corporation
federal screw works
FEDERAL sign and signal corporation 
federal-mogul corporation 
federated department stores, inc 
FEDERATED DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
STC S EX B S date AUDITOR
801 NYSE 08-31-72 LYB
384 OTC 06-30-72 LYB
291 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
533 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
371 OTC 07-31-72 DOYLE, LITT AND COMPANY
533 12-31-72 PW
221 ASE 11-25’72 BROUT, ISAACS & COMPANY
284 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
533 ASE 09-30-72 AA
533 ASE 02-03-73 AA
357 OTC 03-30-73 AY
791 OTC 06-30-72 MLF
225 ASE 10-31-72 CLARENCE rainess & co.
366 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
372 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
231 ASE 06-30-73 WEINICK, SANDERS & CO
202 NYSE 02-29’72 PMM
202 NYSE 02-28-73 PMM
281 ASE 12-31-72 STANLEY MARCUS
356 ASE 12-31-72 AA
100 OTC 12’31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO.
491 12-31-72 AG
208 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
352 OTC 06-30-72 TR
614 NYSE 06-30’72 HS
631 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
729 ASE 08-26-72 SS
541 ASE 06-30-73 AY
335 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
671 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
231 NYSE 10-31-72 PMM
366 OTC 03-31-73 AA
504 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
640 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
631 12-31-72 LYB
640 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
533 ASE 01-31-73 MLF
599 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
591 OTC 01-31-73 TR
358 NYSE 08-31-72 AY
615 08-31-72 AY
204 NYSE 06-02-73 AA
651 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
245 NYSE 12-30-72 HS
100 ASE 04-30-73 EE
345 OTC 06-30-73 FE
399 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
356 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
531 NYSE 02-03-73 TR
651 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
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COMPANY NAME SIC S EX 8 S DATE AUDITOR
fedmart corporation 531 ASE 09-03-72 PMM
feld leasing company, inc. 753 OTC 03-31-73 TR
felmont oil corporation 131 ASE 12-31-72 AA
FERRO CORPORATION 289 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
FIBREBOARD CORPORATION 265 nyse 12-31-72 PW
FIDELITY and guaranty life insurance COMPANY SUBSIDIARY of u 631 12-31-72 LYB
FIDELITY FINANCIAL corporation 671 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
fidelity mortgage investors 652 nyse 10-31-72 PMM
fidelity union BANCORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 631 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
FIELDCREST MILLS* INC. 221 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
FIELDS PLASTICS and CHEMICALS, inc 309 ASE 04-30-73 SS
FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA 739 ASE 02-28-73 PW
filmways, inc. 781 ASE 08-31-72 AA
filter dynamics international, inc. 371 ase 11-30-72 mEaden&moore
FINANCE & OTHER GROUP & OF GULF LIFE HOLDING COMPANY 615 12-31-72 HS
FINANCIAL FEDERATION, INC 671 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
FINANCIAL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 671 12-31-72 AA
FINANCIAL SERVICES COMTANIEs Of BORG-WARNER CORPORATION 621 12-31-72 PMM
FINGERHUT CORPORATION 532 OTC 06-29-73 TR
FINSERv CORP SUBSIDIARY OF STUDEBAKER-WORTHINGTON INC. 614 12-31-72 AA
fire and casualty insurance operations of American general g 633 12-31-72 EE
first & MERCHANTS CORPORATION 671 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
first & MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST & mERCHA 601 12-31-72 PMM
FIRST & MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK OF THE PENINSULA SUBSIDIARY 601 12-31-72 PMM
FIRST AT ORLANDO CORPORATION 671 OTC 12-31-72 EE
FIRST BANK SYSTEM, INC. 671 OTC 12-31-72 EE
FIRST BRENTWOOD CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES 612 08-31-72 PW
FIRST CHARTER FINANCIAL CORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72 TR
FIRST CHICAGO CORPORATION 671 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
FIRST CONNECTICUT SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANY 615 ASE 03-31-73 CL
first empire bank-new york subsidiary of first empire state 601 12-31-72 PMM
first empire STATE CORPORATION 671 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
FIRST HARTFORD CORPORATION 221 ASE 11-30-72 AA
FIRST HARTFORD REALTY CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST HARTfO 655  11-30-72 AA
FIRST INTERNATIONAL BANCSHARES, inc 671 OTC 12-31-72 AA
first LINCOLN FINANCIAL CORPORATION 671 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
FIRST MORTGAGE INVESTORS 652 NYSE 01-31-73 AY
first NATIONAL ADVISERS inc SUBSIDIARY OF ThE FIRST NATIONAL 679 12-31-72 HS
FIRST NATIONAL bank In DALLAS SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST INTERNATIO 601 12-31-72 AA
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CINCINNATI 601 OTC 12-31-72 AA
first national bank of danville subsidiary of first & mercha 601 12-31-72 PMM
first NATIONAL BANK OF OREGON 601 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
FIRST national bank Of CHICAGO SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST CHICAGO C 601 12-31-72 ARTHUR ANDERSEN
FIRST NATIONAL BOSTON CORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
FIRST NATIONAL CITy CORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANk SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST NATIONAL CITY C 601 12-31-72 PMM
first national state bancorporation 671 nyse 12-31-72 JH COHN & COMPANY
FIRST NATIONAL state BANK of CENTRAL jersey SUBSIDIARY OF FI 601 12-31-72 JH COHN & COMPANY
FIRST NATIONAL STATE BANK OF OCEAN COUNTY SUBSIDIARY OF FIRS 601 12-31-72 JH COHN & COMPANY
COMPANY
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COMPANY NAME SIC S EX B S DATE
FIRST NATIONAL STATE BANK OF SPRING LAKE SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST 601 12-31-72
FIRST NATIONAL STATE BANK OF NORTH SERSEY SUBSIDIARY OF FIRS 601 12-31-72
FIRST NATIONAL STATE BANK OF NEW JERSEY SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST 601 12-31-72
FIRST NATIONAL STATE BANK OF NORTHWEST JERSEY SUBSIDIARY OF 601 12-31-72
FIRST NATIONAL STORES, INC. 541 nyse 03-25-72
FIRST NATIONAL STORES, INC 541 nyse 03-31-73
FIRST PENNSYLVANIA CORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72FIRST PENNSYLVANIA MORTGAGE TRUST 652 nyse 07-31-72
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION 671 OTC 12-31-72
FIRST TEXAS FINANCIAL CORPORATION 671 OTC 12-31-72
FIRST UNION REAL ESTATE EQUITY & MORTGAGE INVESTMENTS 652 nyse 10-31-72
FIRST UNION, INCORPORATED 671 OTC 12-31-72
FIRST VIRGINIA BANKSHARES CORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72
FIRST WESTERN BANK AND TRUST COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF WORLD AIR 601 12-31-72
FIRST WISCONSIN BANKSHARES CORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72
FIRST WISCONSIN mortgage investors 651 ASE 12-31-72
FISCHBACH AND MOORE, INCORPORATED 171 nyse 09-30-72
FISCHER & PORTER COMPANY 381 ASE 04-30-73
FISCHER & PORTER COMPANY 381 ASE 04-30-72
FISHER FOODS. INC 541 nyse 12-30-72
FISHER SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 508 NYSE 12-31-72
FLAGSTAFF CORPORATION 504 ASE 04-28-73
FLEETWOOD ENTERPRISES, INC 379 nyse 04-29-73
FLEETWOOD ENTERPRISES, INC. 379 nyse 04-30-72
FLEMING COMPANIES, INC. 504 nyse 12-30-72
FLEXSTEEL INDUSTRIES, INC. 251 OTC 06-30-72
FLIGHT SAFETY, INC 820 ASE 12-31-72
flintkote company 327 nyse 12-31-72
FLOCK INDUSTRIES INC 221 ASE 12-31-72
Florida capital corporation 581 ASE 12-31-72
FLORIDA EAST COAST RAILWAY COMPANY 400 NYSE 12-31-72
FLORIDA GAS COMPANY 492 NYSE 12-31-72
FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72
FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION 491 NYSE 12-31-72
FLORIDA RUCK INDUSTRIES, INc. 327 OTC 09-30-72
FLORIDA STEEL CORPORATION 331 NYS 09-30-72
FLOWERS INDUSTRIES. INC. 205 ASE 10-04-72
FLOYD ENTERPRISES, INC. 783 OTC 12-30-72
fluor corporation 150 NYSE 10-31-72
flying tiger corporation 450 nyse 12-31-72
FMC CORPORATION 281 NYSE 12-31-72
FOOD FAIR STORES, INC 541 nyse 07-29-72
FOOD TOWN STORES, INC 541 OTC 12-30-72
FOOOARAMA SUPERMARKETS, INC 541 ASE 10-29-72
FOODWAYS NATIONAL INC 203 OTC 12-29-72
FOOTE MINERAL COMPANY 331 nyse 12-31-72
FOOTE, CONE, BELDING COMMUNICATIONS, INC 731 nyse 12-31-72
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 371 nyse 12-31-72
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED 371 ASE 12-31-72
FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY 615 NYSE 12-31-72
AUDITOR
JH COHN & COMPANY
JH COHN & COMPANY
JH COHN & COMPANY

























WEINICK, SANDERS & CO. 



















CLARKSON, GORDON & cO.
LYB
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FOREIGN CONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARIES (PRINCIPALLY IN CANADA AND 
foremost-mckesson, INC
forest city ENTERPRISES inc 
forest city RENTAL properties corporation SUBSIDIARY of fore 
formigli corporation
fort HOWARD PAPER COMPANY
FORUM RESTAURANTS INC
FOSTER GRANT CO., INC. 




frank b. HALL & CO, INC.
FRANK≥S nursery SALES, inc. 
franklin electric co. inc 
franklin mint corporation
FRANKLIN NATIONAL bank SUBSIDIARY of FRANklIN new YORK CORPO 
FRANKLIN NEW YORK CORPORATION











FROZEN FOOD EXPRESS INDUSTRIES. INC
FRUEHAUF CORPORATION
FRUEhAuf FINANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF FRUEhAUF CORPORATION 
FUND for SPECIAL operations OF inter-american development ba 
FUQUA INDUSTRIES INC
G. C. murphy company
G. HEIlEmAN brewing company, inc.





GALAXY carpet MILLS, INC.





GARFINCKEL, BROOKS BROTHERS, MILLER & RHOADS. INC.
GARLAND CORPORATION
GARLOCK, INC.
SIC- S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
533 12-31-72 PW
502 NYSE 03-31-73 HS
509 ASE 12-31-72 SCHULTZ, KRAHE. martin & long
655 12-31-72 SCHULTZ, KRAHE, martin & long
327 OTC 12-31-72 AA
262 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
581 OTC 05-31-73 PW
281 OTC 10-01-72 PMM
355 nyse 12-31-72 HCP
599 OTC 01-31-73 AA
739 ASE 03-31-73 EE
655 ASE 06-30-72 LKHH
640 OTC 12-31-72 TR
599 ASE 12-31-72 PW
369 OTC 12-30-72 LYB
391 nyse 12-31-72 PW
601 12-31-72 EE
671 OTC 12-31-72 EE
652 ASE 06-30-73 WOLF AND COMPANY
561 nyse 06-30-72 I. J. SKOLNICK & CO.
342 ASE 03-31-73 MLF
208 OTC 07-31-72 PMM
655 OTC 12-30-72 LYB
140 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
575 ASE 01-27-73 kalish, RUBINROIT T & CO
581 OTC 04-28-73 AA
314 ASE 06-30-73 MLF
384 ASE 05-31-72 TR
581 OTC 06-03-73 AG
421 OTC 12-31-72 ALFORD. MERONEY & COMPANY
371 nyse 12-31-72 TR
615 12-31-72 TR
991 12-31-72 PW
421 nyse 12-31-72 EE
533 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
208 MW 12-31-72 AA
283 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
532 ASE 11-30-72 AY
355 OTC 08-31-72 AA
331 NYSE 06-30-72 EE
383 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
227 OTC 09-30-72 HS
652 OTC 03-31-73 PW
532 nyse 01-27-73 PMM
271 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
231 ASE 09-30-72 ROBBINS. GREENE & CO
352 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
561 OTC 02-03-73 LYB
225 ASE 10-31-72 TR
327 nyse 12-31-72 HS
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GENERAL AMERICAN INVESTORS COMPANY, INC.
GENERAL AMERICAN OIL COMPANY OF TEXAS
GENERAL AMERICAN OIL COMPANY OF TEXAS
GENERAL AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION
GENERAL AUTOMIATION INC








general educational services corporation
general electric company 
general foods corporation 
general foods corporation 










GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION
GENERAL REASSURANCE CORPORATION subsidiary of general reinsu
GENERAL RECREATION, INC,
GENERAL REFRACTORIES COMPANY
GENErAl REINSURANCE life CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY of GENERAL r




GENERAL STEEl INDUSTRIES, INC.
general telephone & electronics corporation
general telephone company of southwest
general telephone company of Florida 
generics corporation of America
GENESCO INC
GENISCO TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 
GENOVESE drug STORES INC
SIC S Ex B S DATE AUDITOR
372 OTC 04-30-72 EE
372 OTC 04-30-73 EE
239 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
231 OTC 09-30-72 AA
531 ASE 01-27-73 WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO
381 OTC 07-31-72 EE
679 NYSE 12-31-72 SDL
131 NYSE 06-30-73 EE
131 NYSE 06-30-72 EE
374 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
357 OTC 07-31-72 AA
501 OTC 12-31-72 EE
671 NYSE 12—31—72 PMM
369 NYSE 04-30-72 PW
335 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
509 NYSE 12-30-72 PW
209 ASE 10-31-72 JKL
655 NYSE 12-31-72 CL
372 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
271 ASE 03-31-73 PMM
369 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
203 NYSE 04-01-72 PW
203 NYSE 03-31-73 PW
652 NYSE 09-30-72 LYB
201 NYSE 12-30-72 PW
366 NYSE 02-29-72 AY
366 NYSE 02-28-73 AY
502 NYSE 03-31-73 EE
204 NYSE 05-27-73 PMM
615 12-31-72 HS
371 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
509 ASE 10-31-72 TR
324 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
633 12-31-72 LYB
398 ASE 12-31-72 PW
325 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
631 12-31-72 LYB
633 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
633 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
739 ASE 06-30-73 AA
366 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
331 Nyse 12-31-72 PW
366 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
481 ase 12-31-72 AA
481 NYSE 12-31-72  AA
283 OTC 12-31-72 REICH, WEINER & COMPANY
314 NYSE 07-31-72 PMM
366 ASE 09-30-72 AY
591 OTC 02-02-73 A.M PULLEN & COMPANY
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COMPANY NAME
genstar LIMITED
GENUINE PARTS COMPANY 
geo. A. HURmEL & COMPANY 
GEON INDUSTRIES INC
GEORGE WASHINGTON CORPORATION
GEORGIA POWER COMPANY 
GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION 
GETTY OIL COMPANY
GIANT PORTLAND CEmENT COMPANY
GIANT YELLOWKNIFE mines limited
GIBRALTAR FINANCIAL CORPORATION OF CALIFORNIA 
GIFFORD-HILL & COMPANY, INC.
GILBERT FLEXI-VAN CORPORATION 
GILBERT/ROBINSON. INC.










GLOBE SECURITY SYSTEMS, INC.
GLOBE-UNION INC.
GLOSSER BROS. INC




GOLDBLATT BROS., INC. 
golden flake, INC.
GOLDEN WEST FINANCIAL CORPORATION







granite management services INC 
GRANITEVILLE COMPANY
GRAY DRUG STORES. INC
GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC.
great American mortgage investors
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC 
great basins petroleum CO
great LAKES chemical corporation 
great lakes dredge & DOCK company
SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
991 NYS 12-31-72 CL
501 nyse 12-31-72 EE
201 ASE 10-28-72 E&E
501 ASE 12-31-72 AA
671 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
491 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
241 nyse 12-31-72 AA
291 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
324 nyse 12-31-72 EE
100 ASE 12-31-72 THORNE GUNN & CO
671 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
327 nyse 12-31-72 EE
421 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
581 OTC 05-31-73 TR
381 OTC 07-31-72 HS 
531 nyse 01-31-73 TR
581 nyse 12-31-72 MLF
671 OTC 06-30-72 AA
671 OTC 12-31-72 HS
325 ASE 03-31-73 AA
325 ASE 12-31-72 EE
208 ASE 06-30-73 CL
138 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
299 ASE 12-31-72 AA
739 ASE 12-31-72 AA
369 NYSE 09-30-72 PMM
531 ASE 01-27-73 A G
355 ASE 06-30-73 HARRIS. KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
201 ASE 04-28-73 ELMER FOX & COMPANY
504 OTC 12-30-72 TR
349 PSE 11-30-72 AG
531 ASE 01-27-73 AA
207 OTC 05-31-73 PMM
671 nyse 12-31-72 TR
379 ASE 05-31-73 AA
597 nyse 08-31-72 PMM
531 ASE 12-31-72 TR
369 NYSE 06-30-73 EE
369 NYSE 06-30-72 EE
551 ASE 01-28-73 TR
541 NYSE 03-03-73 CL
739 ase 02-28-73 AY
221 nyse 12-30-72 GEORGE C. BAIRD & COMPANY
591 NYSE 04-30-73 EE
309 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
652 nyse 07-31-72 AA
541 nyse 02-24-73 HS
131 ASE 07-31-72 AA
281 ASE 12-31-72 EE
160 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
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COMPANY NAME
GREAT LAKES RECREATION CO
GREAT NORTHERN IRON ORE PROPERTIES
great PLAINS DEVELOPMENT COMPANY OF GANADA ltd
GREAT SCOTT SUPER MARKETS, INC
GREAT SOUTHERN ENTERPRISES, INC
GREAT WESTERN BANK & TRUST SUBSIDIARY OF PATAGONIA CORPORATI 
GREAT WESTERN UNITED CORPORATION


















GUARDSMAN CHEMICAL COATINGS, INC
GUILFORD MILLS, INC.
GULF + WESTERN INDUSTRIES, INC.
GULF INSURANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARIES OF UNIVERSITY COMPUTING 
GULF LIFE HOLDING COMPANY-PARENT
GULF LIFE HOLDING COMPANY
GULF MORTGAGE AND REALTY INVESTMENTS
GULF OIL CANADA LIMITED
GULF OIL CORPORATION
GULF RESOURCES & CHEMICAL CORPORATION
GULF SOUTH MORTGAGE INVESTORS
GULF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY
GULFSTREAM LAND & DEVELOPMEnT CORP
gulton industries, INC
gulton industries, INC
H. B, FULLER COMPANY
H. H. ROBERTSON COMPANY
H. J. HEINZ COMPANY
H. miller AND SONS INC
H. WARSHOW & SONS, INC
H.J. HEINZ COMPANY
H.K. PORTER COMPANY, INC.
H.K. PORTER COMPANY, INC.
H&R BLOCK, INC.
HACH CHEMICAL COMPANY
SIC S Ex B S DATE AUDITOR
791 ASE 05-31-72 LYB
651 nyse 12-31-72 EE
131 OTC 12-31-72 RIDDELL, STEAD & CO
541 ASE 09-30-72 PMM
651 OTC 03-31-73 AA
601 12-31-72 EE
671 nyse 05-31-73 HS
206 nyse 05-31-72 HS
203 NYSE 03-31-72 PMM
203 nyse 03-31-73 PMM
509 ASE 02-03-73 KALISH, RUBINROIT & CO
381 ASE 06-30-73 SDL
241 10-31-72 PW
731 OTC 12-31-72 SDL.
739 12-31-72 TR
271 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
483 ASE 12-31-72 EE
502 ASE 06-30-73 EE
502 ASE 06-30-72 EE
387 ASE 03-31-72 LYB
387 ASE 03-31-73 CL
372 NYSE 12-31-72 HCP
366 ASE 12-31-72 AA
321 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
652 nyse 02-28-73 PMM
285 ASE 12-31-72 EE
225 ASE 06-30-73 AA
335 NYSE 07-31-72 EE
631 12-31-72 AY
671 nyse 12-31-72 HS
671 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
652 ASE 02-28-73 HS
291 ASE 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO.
291 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
100 nyse 12-31-72 AA
652 ASE 12-31-72 AG
491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
150 ASE 09-30-72 MLF
369 NYSE 02-28-73 SDL
369 nyse 02-29-72 SDL
289 OTC 11-30-72 PMM
349 nyse 12-31-72 HS
203 nyse 05-02-73 PMM
455 ASE 12-31-72 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
221 OTC 06-30-73 SOL
203 NYSE 05-03-72 PMM
331 OTC 12-31-72 AA
331 OTC 12-31-72 AA
739 NYSE 04-30-73 TR
381 OTC 04-30-73 CL
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COMPANY NAME
hall≥s motor TRANSIT COMPANY
HALLIBURTON COMPANY
HAMILTON BROTHERS EXPLORATION COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF HAMILTON
HAMILTON BROTHERS PETROLEUM CORPORATION
HAMILTON COSCO. INC





HAMPTON SHIRT CO. INC.
HAMSON & SESSIONS CO.
HANDY & HARMAN
HANES CORPORATION
HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVlCH, INC.









HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
HARTE-HANKS NEWSPAPERS, INC





HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC
HAYES-ALBlON CORPORATION
HAZELTINE CORPORATION
HCA INDUSTRIES, INC (SUCCESSOR TO MERGER) 
hca industries, inc. (prior to merger) 






HEINICkE INSTRUMENTS COMPANY 
HELENA RUBINSTEIN. INC.
HELENE CURTIS INDUSTRIES, INC 
helme PRODUCTS, INC.
HELMERICH & PAYNE, INC.
HER MAJESTY INDUSTRIES, Inc.
HERCULES INCORPORATED
HERSHEY FOODS CORPORATION
SIC S Ex B S DATE AUDITOR
421 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
150 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
131 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
131 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
251 ASE 12-31-72 AY
671 OTC 12-31-72 CL
264 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
393 NYSE 03-31-72 LYB
393 NYSE 03-31-73 CL
225 ASE 12-30-72 HS
231 ASE 12-30-72 TR
345 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
335 NYSE 12-31-72 HCP
221 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
271 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
581 NYSE 10-31-72 PMM
581 OTC 10-01-72 LKHH
352 NYSE 10-31-72 PW
791 NYSE 06-30-73 PMM
601 OTC 12-31-72 AA
601 12-31-72 AA
355 NYSE 06-30-72 EE
355 NYSE 06-30-73 EE
331 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
231 NYSE 11-30-72 PW
271 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
633 12-31-72 LYB
369 ASE 12-31-72 PW
394 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
356 ASE 12-31-72 SS
251 OTC 06-30-72 EE
491 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
371 NYSE 07-31-72 PMM
366 NYSE 12-31-72 SMITH AND HARDER
231 NYSE 12-31-72 SS
231 NYS 10-31-72 SDL
231 NYSE 12-29-72 SS
791 OTC 12-31-72 TR
284 ASE 12-31-72 TR
372 OTC 04-30-73 TR
531 ASE 12-31-72 WlTSCHEY, HARMAN & WHITE
100 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
358 ASE 10-31-72 LYB
284 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
284 NYSE 02-28-73 CL
207 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
138 NYSE 09-30-72 AA
231 ASE 12-30-72 ARONSON & ORESMAN
281 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
207 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
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HF AHMANSON & COMPANY
Hl-G, INCORPORATED
HICKORY FARMS OF OHIO, INC.






















hoover ball and bearing company
hospital affiliates, inc.
HOSPITAL CORPORATION OF AMERICA
HOSPITAL MORTGAGE GROUP




HOUSE OF FABRICS INC.
HOUSE OF RONNIE, INC.
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION
HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER COMPANY
HOUSTON NATURAL GAS CORPORATION
HOUSTON OIL & MINERALS CORPORATION 
houston-citizens bank & trust company subsidiary of firSt in 
HOWARD B. WOLF, INC.





STC S EX 8 S DATE AUDITOR
531 OTC 01-31-73 EE
208 NYSE 06-30-73 AY
208 NYSE 06-30-72 AY
366 NYSE 10-31-72 MLF
612 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
366 ASE 03-31-73 LKHH
679 OTC 12-31-72 TR
366 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
504 OTC 04-28-73 PMM
399 ASE 11-30-72 geo. s. olive & CO.
801 ASE 03-31-72 PW
801 ASE 03-31-73 PW
701 nyse 12-31-72 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
369 ASE 11-30-72 PMM .
208 NYSE 08-31-72 PW
369 OTC 03-31-73 PMM
387 NYSE 01-31-73 LYB
355 nyse 12-31-72 HS
265 nyse 10-31-72 PW
366 nyse 12-31-72 AA
701 nyse 12-29-72 AA
651 ASE 07-31-72 AG
206 nyse 03-31-73 HS
206 nyse 03-31-72 HS
366 OTC 09-30-72 PMM
655 01-31-73 TR
100 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
655 OTC 12-31-72 HS
381 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
349 NYSE 07-31-72 EE
801 NYSE 12-31-72 MLF
801 nyse 12-31-72 EE
652 ASE 02-28-73 HS
701 ASE 12-31-72 EE
581 nyse 12-31-72 HS
371 nyse 12-31-72 HS
271 nyse 12-31-72 AY
533 nyse 01-31-73 HS
231 OTC 06-30-72 ROCHLlN, WEISS & GELBAND
614 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
491 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
492 nyse 07-31-72 HS
131 ASE 12-31-72 TR
601 12-31-72 AA
231 ASE 05-31-73 AY
531 OTC 01-27-73 EE
581 nyse 12-29-72 PW
531 OTC 01-31-73 CL
371 ASE 07-31-72 TR
335 nyse 12-31-72 AY
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HUBBARD REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS 452 NYSE 10-31-72 AA
HUCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY 345 OTC 05-31-73 EE
HUDSON bAy MINING AND SmElTINg CO. LIMITED 335 nyse 12-31-72 DELOITTE, HASKINS & sells
HUDSON PULP & PAPER CORP 264 OTC 12-31-72 SDL
HUGHES & HATCHER INC 561 NYSE 02-03-73 SDL
HUGHES SUPPLY, INC. 506 OTC 01-26-73 COLLEY* TRUMBOWER & HOWELL
hughes tool company 356 nyse 12-31-72 HS
HUNTINGTON BANCSHARES INCORPORATED 671 OTC 12-31-72 EE
HUSKY OIL LTD. 291 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
HUYCK CORPORATION 221 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
HYATT CORPORATION 701 OTC 01-31-73 LKHH
HYCEL, INC. 384 ASE 12-31-72 AY
hydrometals, inc. 343 NYSE 09-30-72 PW
hygrade food products corporation 201 ASE 10-28-72 PMM
I-T-E IMPERIAL CORPORATION 369 nyse 12-31-72 AA
ICM REALTY 651 ASE 11-30-72 PMM
IDAHO POWER company 491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
ideal basic INDUSTRIES, inc. 324 nyse 12-31-72 HS
ideal toy CORPORATION 394 NYSE 02-03-72 ss
IDEAL TOY CORPORATION 394 nyse 02-01-73 ss
IDS REALTY TRUST 652 OTC 01-31-73 PMM
Illinois bell telephone company 481 nyse 12-31-72 AA
Illinois central industries, inc. 400 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
Illinois power company 491 nyse 12-31-72 PW
Illinois tool works inc. 345 MW 12-31-72 AA
imc magnetics corp 369 ASE 02-28-73 SS
imoco-gateway corporation 171 ASE 12-31-72 AG
imperial corporation of America 671 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
imperial oil limited 291 ASE 12-31-72 PW
ina corporation 671 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
INARCO CORPORATION 509 ASE 12-31-72 EE
INDIAN HEAD INC. 221 nyse 12-02-72 AY
INDIANA & MICHIGAN ELECTRIC COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN E 491   12-31-72 NILES & NILES
INDIANA & MICHIGAN ELECTRIC COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
INDIANA BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY. INCORPORATED 481 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
INDIANA GAS COMPANY, INC. 492 NYSE 09-30-72 AA
INDIANAPOLIS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
INDUSTRIAL GROUP OF STANDARD PRUDENTIAL CORPORATION 221 06-30-73 PMM
INEXCO NORTHERN EXPLORATION COMPANY 139 12-31-72 AA
INEXCO OIL COMPANY 131 ASE 12-31-72 AA
INFLIGHT MOTION PICTURE INC. 781 ASE 06-30-72 HCP
INFOREX, inc 357 OTC 12-31-72 AA
INFORMATICS INC 739 OTC 03-31-73 AY
ingersoll-rand company 356 nyse 12-31-72 PW
INLAND CONTAINER CORPORATION 265 nyse 12-31-72 PW
inland steel company 331 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
inmont corporation 285 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
INSILCO CORPORATION 391 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED COPPER COMPANY 335 nyse 12-31-72 PW
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS TRUST 652 nyse 01-31-73 AA
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INSTRON CORPORATION 381 ASE 12-31-72 AY
INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS CORPORATION 366 ASE 09-30-72 AA
Instrumentation laboratory inc. 384 OTC 03-31-73 AA
integrated resources inc 640 ASE 09-30-72 EE
INTEL CORPORATION 366 OTC 12-31-72 AY
inter-american DEVELOPMENT bank 991 nyse 12-31-72 PW
interco incorporated 314 nyse 11-30-72 PMM
INTERCO INCORPORATED 314 nyse 02-28-73 PMM
INTERCRAfT industries corporation 241 OTC 06-30-73 AA
INTERLAKE INC 331 nyse 12-31-72 PW
INTERNARK INC 671 OTC 03-31-73 AY
INTERMEDCO INC 508 ASE 11-30-72 AA
international BANKNOTE COMPANY inc 275 ASE 12-31-72 EE
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION 357 nyse 12-31-72 PW
INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL & NUCLEAR CORPORATION 283 nyse 11-30-72 PMM
international flavors & FRAGRANCES INC. 281 nyse 12-31-72 PW
international FOODSERVICE SYSTEMS, INC. 504 ASE 12-31-72 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER AND COMPANY
international funeral services inc 729 ASE 03-31-73 PMM
international general industries inc 355 ASE 12-31-72 AA
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CREDIT CORPORATION 615 nyse 10-31-72 HS
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY 352 NYSE 10-31-72 HS
INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS CORPORATION 679 nyse 12-31-72 pw
international industries, Inc. 581 nyse 09-03-72 MLF
international minerals & chemical corporation 287 nyse 06-30-72 AY
international MINERALS & CHEMICAL corporation 287 NYSE 06-30-73 AY  
international mining corporation 100 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
international multifoods corporation 204 nyse 02-28-73 PMM
INTERNATIONAL MULTIFOODS CORPORATION 204 nyse 02-29-72 PMM
INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED 335 nyse 12-31-72 PW
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY 262 nyse 12-31-72 AA
INTERNATIONAL PROTEINS CORPORATION 203 ASE 12-31-72 EE
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORPORATION 366 NYSE 07-02-72 LYB
international seaway trading corp 503 ASE 02-28-73 pw
INTERNATIONAL STRETCH PRODUCTS INC 221 ASE 09-03-72 EE
INTERNATIONAL UTILITIES CORPORATION 492 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
INTERFACE CORPORATION 327 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
INTERPHOTO CORPORATION 509 ASE 02-29-72 AA
INTERPHOTO CORPORATION 509 ASE 02-28-73 AA
INTERPROVINCIAL pipe line COMPANY 460 OTC 12-31-72 PW
INTERSTATE BRANDS corporation 205 nyse 12-30-72 AY
interstate power company 491 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
interstate stores, inc. 531 nyse 01-28-73 SDL
interstate united corporation 534 nyse 07-02-72 LYBInTERThERm inc 399 OTC 12-29-72 AA
INTERWAY CORPORATION 739 OTC 12-31-72 PWInvestment corporation of Florida 655 ASE 05-31-73 PMM
investor services subsidiaries of first pennsylva NIA CORPORA 679 12-31-72 PMM
INVESTORS DIVERSIFIED services inc 621 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
INVESTORS FUNDING CORPORATION of NEw YORK 208 ASE 12-31-72 SDL
investors realty trust 652 ASE 11-30-72 PMM
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INVESTORS ROYALTY COMPANY INC 139 A$E 12-31-72 PMM
IOWA BEEF PROCESSORS, INC. 201 NYSE 10-28-72 TR
IOWA electric light anD power company 491 nyse 12-31-72 AA
IOWA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 493 nyse 12-31-72 AA
IOWA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 493 nyse 12-31-72 AA
IPCO HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORPORATION 508 nyse 06-30-72 BROUT, ISAACS & COMPANY
IROQUOIS INDUSTRIES, INC. 203 ase 12-31-72 PW
IRVIN INDUSTRIES INC. 239 ASE 12-29-72 PW
ISC industries inc 614 ASE 04-30-73 PMM
ISI CORPORATION 621 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
ITEK CORPORATION 383 nyse 12-31-72 AA
ITEL CORPORATION 735 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
ITT AETNA CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF ITT CONSUMER SERVICES CO 615 12-31-72 AA
ITT CONSUMER SERVICES CORPORATION 753 nyse 12-31-72 AA
itt life insurance corporation subsidiary of itt thorp corpo 631 12-31-72 AA
ITT THORP CORPORATION 614 nyse 12-31-72 AA
Ivy corporation 352 OTC 02-28-73 AY
J P STEVENS & CO 221 nyse 10-28-72 SDL
J. B. IVEY & COMPANY 531 OTC 02-02-73 HS
J. C. PENNEY COMPANY INC 561 NYSE 01-27-73 PMM
J, RAY MCDERMOTT & CO. INC 160 nyse 03-31-73 MATTISON AND RIQUELMY
J. WEINGARTEN, INCORPORATED 541 OTC 06-30-73 TR
J.P. MORGAN & CO. INCORPORATED 671 nyse 12-31-72 HS
j-s industries, inc. 203 ASE 07-28-72 HERMAN J. DOBKIN & CO.
JACK ECKERD CORPORATION 591 NYSE 07-29-72 PMM
JACLYN, INC. 319 ASE 06-30-72 TR
JACOBS ENGINEERING CO. 899 ASE 08-31-72 AA
JAEGER LEASE-FINANCE CORP. AND jAEgER FINANCE OF CANADA LTD. 615 12-31-72 PW
JAHNCKE SERVICE, INCORPORATED, subsidiary of okc corp. 327 09-30-72 AY
jamesbury corp. 349 OTC 06-30-73 AA
jantzen inc. 231 NYSE 08-26-72 HS
jarmel fabrics, inc. 225 OTC 10-31-72 AA
javelin corporation 551 OTC 12-31-72 GLICKMAN, LURIE, EIGER & CO
JEANNETTE CORPORATION 321 ASE 12-31-72 AA
JEFFERSON standard LIFE insurance company PILOT LIFE insuran 631 12-31-72 A.M. PULLEN & COMPANY
jEffERSON-pILOT BROADCASTING COMPANY and SUBSIDIARY NORTH CA 271 12-31-72 A. M. PULLEN & COMPANY
JEFFERSON-PILOT CORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72 A.M. PULLEN & COMPANY
*JERRICO INC 581 OTC 06-30-73 AG
jersey central power a light company new jersey power & ligh 491 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
JET AIR FREIGHT 471 OTC 12-31-72 TR
JETERO CORPORATION 160 OTC 12-31-72 AA
JETRONIC INDUSTRIES INC 369 ASE 12-31-72 PW
JEWEL companies INC 541 nyse 02-03-73 TR
JEWELCOR INCORPORATED 391 ASE 12-31-72 PW
JIFFY FOODS CORPORATION 201 OTC 09-24-72 AG
JIM WALTER CORPORATION 262 nyse 08-31-72 PW
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY 275 nyse 12-31-72 TR
JOHN DEERE CREDIT COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF DEERE & COMPANY 615 10-31-72 HS
JOHN FLUKE MFG. CO., INC. 369 ASE 09-30-72 MOSS, ADAMS & CO.
JOHN H. HARLAND COMPANY 275 ASE 12-31-72 HS
*Jerrico, Inc. 581 OTC 06-30-72 AG
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JOHNS-MANVILLE CORPORATION 327 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 384 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
JOHNSON PRODUCTS CO. INC. 284 ase 08-31-72 LKHH
JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY 381 nyse 12-31-72 PW
JOINT VENTURE OF GREAT SOUTHERN ENTERPRISES, INC 651 03-31-73 AA
JOINT VENTURES OF ERNEST W, HAHN, INC. 651 12-31-72 TR
JONATHAN LOGAN, INC, 231 nyse 12-31-72 CLARENCE RAINESS & CO.
JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORPORATION 331 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
JOS, SCHLITZ BREWING COMPANY 208 nyse 12-31-72 AA
JOSLYN MFG. AND SUPPLY CO. 369 OTC 12-31-72 AA
JOSTENS, INC. 391 NYSE 06-30-72 EE
JOSTENS, INC. 391 nyse 06-30-73 EE
JOY manufacturing company 352 NYSE 09-29-72 PW
JRMESwAY CORPORATION 531 ASE 02-03-73 PW .
KAISER ALUMINUM & CHEMICAL corporation 335 nyse 12-31-72 HS
KAISER CEMENT & GYPSUM CORPORATION 324 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
KAISER STEEL CORPORATION 331 OTC 12-31-72 TR
kalvar corporation 383 OTC 03-31-73 HS
KALVEX INC 502 ASE 09-29-72 LKHH
KANE-MILLER CORP 201 nyse 12-31-72 JKL
KANEB SERVICES INC 460 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
KANSAS BEEF INDUSTRIES, INC. 201 OTC 12-30-72 PMM
KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN INDUSTRIES, INC. 400 nyse 12-31-72 PW
KANSAS GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
KANSAS-NEBRASKA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC 492 nyse 12-31-72 AA
kapok tree inns corporation 581 OTC 09-24-72 LKHH
katy industries, inc 400 nyse 12-31-72 MURPHY, LANIER, & QUINN
kaufman and broad, inc. 655 nyse 11-30-72 HS
kavanau real estate trust 652 ASE 12-31-72 AG
kawecki berylco industries, inc. 335 nyse 12-31-72 HS
KAY CORPORATION 597 ASE 12-31-72 AY
kayser-roth corporation 231 NYSE 06-30-72 EE
keebler COMPANY 205 NYSE 12-30-72 AA
KEENE CORPORATION 356 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
KELLER INDUSTRIES, INC. 349 nyse 07-31-72 EE
KELLOGG COMPANY 204 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
KELLWOOD COMPANY 231 OTC 10-31-72 TR
kelsey-hayes company 371 nyse 08-31-72 TR
kennametal inc. 3 35 nyse 06-30-72 AA
kennametal, INC 335 nyse 06-30-73 AA
KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION 335 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
KENT-MOORE CORPORATION 354 OTC 03-31-73 EE
KENTUCKY HYDRO CARBON COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF EquITAblE G 140 12-31-72 ay
KENTUCKY POwER COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
KENTUCKY POWER COmPANY SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN ElEcTRIC POWER 491 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 AA
kErr Addison mines limited 100 OTC 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO
KERR-MCGEE CORPORATION 291 nyse 12-31-72 AA
KETCHUM & CO. INC. 502 ase 04-30-73 SDL
KEWANEE OIL COMPANY 281 ASE 12-31-72 MLF
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KEWAUNEE SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 281 ASE 04-30-73 EE
kEyes fibre company 264 OTC 12-31-72 JORDAN & JORDAN
keystone centers, inc. 599 OTC 09-02-72 AA
keystone consolidated industries, inc. 331 NYSE 06-30-72 LYB
keystone international, inc 349 OTC 12-31-72 AA
KEYSTONE PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY 324 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
KlLEMBE COPPER COBALT ltd-parent 335 ASE 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO.
KILEmBE copper cobalt ltd. 335 ASE 12-31-72 CLARKSON. GORDON & CO.
killearn properties inc 655 ASE 04-30-72 EE
KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION 264 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
king kullen GROCERY CO., INC. 541 OTC 09-30-72 MILLIGAN, MULLER & COMPANY
KING RADIO CORPORATION 366 ASE 12-31-72 AA
KlNG≥S DEPARTMENT STORES, inc. 531 nyse 01-27-73 PMM
kings LAfAyETTE CORPORATION 671 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
KINGSFORD COMPANY 299 ASE 09-30*72 HS
kIngsport power company subsidiary of American electric powE 491 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
KINGSTIP, INC. 352 ASE 09-30-72 TR
KIRBY INDUSTRIES INC 440 ASE 07-31-72 AA
KIRK CORPORATION 721 OTC 07-31-72 LYB
KIRSCH COMPANY 251 nyse 06-30-72 AA
KIRSCH COMPANY 251 nyse 06-30-73 AA
KIT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 379 ASE 10-31-72 LYB
kleinerts, INC. 309 ASE 10-07-72 AA
KLIKLOK CORPORATION 355 ASE 12-31-72 AA
KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIrlINEs-PArENT 450 nyse 03-31-73 KLYNvELD KRAAYENHOF & CO
KLm ROYAL dutch AIRLINES 450 NYSE 03-31-73 klynveld, kraayenhOf & CO
KMS INDUSTRIES, INC 366 OTC 12-31-72 EE
KNICKERBOCKER TOY CO, INC. 394 ASE 12-30-72 KURTZ, COLEMAN & WEBER
KNIGHT NEWSPAPERS* INCORPORATED 271 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
KNOTT HOTELS CORPORATION 701 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
KNUDSEN CORPORATION 202 OTC 03-31-72 AY
KNUDSEN CORPORATION 202 OTC 03-31-73 AY
kOehring company 352 NYSE 11-30-72 AA
KOEHRING FINANCE CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF KOEHRING COMPANY 615 11-30-72 AA
KOGER properties, INC 655 OTC 03-31-73 HS
kollmorgen corporation 383 ASE 12-31-72 MLF
KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. 281 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
KORACORP INDUSTRIES 231 nyse 12-29-72 AA
kraftco corporation 202 nyse 12-30-72 AA
KROEHLER MFG. CO. 251 NYSE 12-31-72 SS
KUHLMAN CORPORATION 369 OTC 12-31-72 AA
kuhn≥s-big k STORES CORP 531 ASE 12-31-72 TR
KYSOR INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 371 nyse 05-31-72 SS
KYSOR INDUSTRIAL corporation 371 nyse 05-31-73 SS
L. B, NELSON CORPORATION 150 ASE 12-31-72 AA
L.S GOOD & CO 531 ASE 01-31-73 TR
LA MAUR INC 284 ASE 12-31-72 GLICKmAN, LURIE, EIgER & CO
LA POINTE INDUSTRIES INC 366 ASE 06-30-73 WHITTLESEY & HADLEY
LA-Z-BOY CHAIR COMPANY 251 OTC 04-30-73 PW
LABARGE, INC. 507 ASE 12-31-72 ELMER FOX & COMPANY
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LAFAYETTE RADIO ElEcTRONIcS CORPORATION










LARKIN realty and mortgage trust 













LEAThErby COMPANIES, INC SUBSIDIARY OF RICHMOND CORPORATION 
LEE ENTERPRISES, INCORPORATED
lee way motor freight, INC
LEEDS & NORTHRUP COMPANY
LEEDS & NORTHRUP COmPANy 
leesona CORPORATION
LEGGETT & PLATT, INCORPORATED









LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
LEvINGSTON SHIPBUILDING COMPANY
LEVlTZ FURNITURE CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
































































































ASE 04-30-73 clarence rainess & CO.
ASE 04-30-72 CLARENCE RAINESS & CO.
PSE 12-31-72 HS
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libbey-owens-ford company 321 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
LIBBY. MCNEILL & LIBBY 203 NYSE 07-01-72 TR
LIBBY, MCNEILL & LIBBY 203 NYSE 06-30-73 TR
LIBERTY FABRICS OF NEW YORK, INC. 221 ASE 12-31-72 SDL
liberty homes, inc 379 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
LIBERTY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF THE LIBERTY COR 631 12-31-72 AA
LIBERTY LOAN CORPORATION 614 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
liberty national bank in Ellsworth subsidiary of depositors 601 12-31-72 AA
LIFE AND GROUP DIVISION of INA CORPORATION 631 12-31-72 AY
life and health insurance operations of cit financial corpor 631 12-31-72 TR
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY of VIRGINIA SUBSIDIARY OF RICHMOND CO 631 12-31-72 AY
life insurance divisions of Lincoln national corporation 631 12-31-72 EE
LIfE INSURANCE DIVISION of USLIfE CORPORATION 631 12-31-72 PMM .
life insurance GROUP of gulf LIfE holding COMPANY 631 12-31-72 HS .
life insurance operations of American general group 631 12-31-72 EE
LIfE INSURANCE SUBSIDIARIES Of PENNSYLVANIA LIfE COMPANY 631 12-31-72 CL
life investors inc 671 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
LIfE INVESTORS INSURANCE group SUBSIDIARIES Of LIfE INVESTOR 631 12-31-72 PMM
LIGGETT & MYERS INCORPORATED 211 nyse 12-31-72 HS
LlGHTOLlER INCORPORATED 369 OTC 06-01-73 EISNER & LUBIN
LINCOLN AMERICAN CORPORATION 671 ASE 02-28-73 PMM
LINCOLN NATIONAL CORPORATION 631 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
LINDBERG CORPORATION 335 OTC 12-31-72 AA
LINION FIDELITY CORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
LIPE-ROLLWAY CORPORATION 371 OTC 12-03-72 EE
LITTON INDUSTRIES, INC. 357 nyse 07-31-72 TR
LLOYD≥S ELECTRONICS INC 366 ASE 03-31-73 TR
LMF CORPORATION 509 ASE 07-31-72 TR
loblaw inc 541 OTC 03-31-73 PMM
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 372 nyse 12-31-72 AY
LOEWS CORPORATION 211 nyse 08-31-72 HS
LOGISTICS INDUSTRIES CORPORATION 265 ASE 12-31-72 TR
LOMAS & NETTLETON FINANCIAL CORPORATION 615 nyse 06-30-72 EE
LOmAS & NETTLETON MORTGAGE INVESTORS 652 nyse 06-30-72 EE
LONE STAR BREWING COMPANY 208 OTC 11-30-72 EE
LONE STAR GAS COMPANY 492 nyse 12-31-72 HS
lone star industries, inc. 324 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
long island lighting company 491 nyse 12-31-72 PW
longs drug stores INC 591 nyse 01-31-73 HS
LONGVIEW FIBRE COMPANY 262 OTC 10-31-72 PW
LORAL CORPORATION 366 nyse 03-31-73 CL
LOUISIANA GENERAL SERVES INC 492 ase 09-30-72 AA
LOUISIANA-PACIFiC CORPORATION 241 nyse 12-31-72 AA
LOUISVILLE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 493 nyse 12-31-72 AA
LOWE≥S COMPANIES, INC 521 OTC 07-31-72 JA GRISETTE & CO
LSB industries. INC 371 ase 12-31-72 AY
LUBY CORPORATION 739 ase 12-31-72 LYB
LUCKY STORES, INC 541 nyse 01-28-73 PW
LUDLOW CORPORATION 221 nyse 12-30-72 AY
LUKENS STEEL COMPANY 331 nyse 12-30-72 AA
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LVO CORPORATION 131 NYSE 05-31-72 PMM
LYKES-YOUNGSTOwN CORPORATION 331 nyse 12-31-72 pw
LYNCH COMMUNICATION SYSTEM INC 366 NYSE 12-31-72 lyb
LYNCH CORPORATION 366 ASE 12-31-72 kalish, rubinroit & co.
M & R CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF CONTINENTAL CONNECTOR CORPOR 701 12-31-72 HS
M. LOWENSTEIN & SONS, INC. 221 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
M.H. FISHMAN CO, INC. 533 ASE 12-31-72 JKL
M.H. LAMSTON, INC. 533 OTC 01-31-73 PANETH, HABER & ZIMMERMAN
MACANDREWS & FORBES COMPANY 207 NYSE 12-31-72 lyb
MACHINERY INVESTMENT CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN HOIS 615  11-30-72 TR
MACKS STORES, INC 533 OTC 12-30-72 JOHN C. MUSE AND COMPANY
macrodyne-chatillon corporation 372 ASE 06-30-73 CL
MACRODyNE-CHATIlLON corporation 372 ASE 06-30-72 LYB
MADISON FUND INC 621 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB.
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN CORPORATION 791 NYSE 05-31-72 AY
MAGIC CHEF, INC 363 NYSE 06-30-73 HS
MAGIC CHEF, INC. 363 NYSE 07-01-72 HS
MAIN LINE FLEETS, INC 899 OTC 12-31-72 AY
MAINE PUBLIC SERVICE CO-PARENT 491 ASE 12-31-72 HS
MAINE PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 491 ASE 12-31-72 HS
MAJOR REALTY CORPORATION 655 OTC 05-31-73 HS
mallinckroot chemical WORKS 283 OTC 12-31-72 PW
MALLORY RANDALL CORPORATION 394 ASE 12-31-72 AA
MAMMOTH MART INC 531 ASE 02-03-73 EE
MAN POWER INC 739 NYSE 06-30-72 EE
MANGEL STORES CORPORATION 561 ASE 02-03-73 SDL
MANGOOD CORPORATION 331 ASE 12-31-72 pw
MANHATTAN INDUSTRIES 231 NYSE 01-31-73 lyb
MANN MANUFACTURING INC 231 OTC 10-31-72 clarence rainess & co
MANOR CARE, INC. 801 OTC 05-31-73 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS TRUST COMPANY SUBSIDIARIES OF FIRS 601 12-31-72 PMM
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISING DIVISION OF ClT FINANCIAL CO 358 12-31-72 TR
MANUFACTURING SUBSIDIARIES of HOUSEHOLD finance CORPORATION 399 12-31-72 HS
MAPCO INC 492 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
marathon manufacturing company 352 ASE 12-31-72 AY
marathon OIL company 291 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
MARCOR INC 532 nyse 01-31-73 AA
marEmont acceptance corporation subsidiary of marEmont corpo 615 12-31-72 AA
marEmont corporation 371 nyse 12-31-72 AA
MARHDEfER PACKING COMPANY, INC. 201 MW 10-28-72 SANFORD, MYERS, & DE WALD
marine BANCORPORATION-PARENT 601 OTC 12-31-72 HS
marine BANCORPORATION 671 OTC 12-31-72 HS
marine COLLOIDS, Inc. 731 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
MARINE MIDLAND BANKS INC. 671 nyse 12-31-72 pw
MARION corporation 291 OTC 01-31-73 AY
MARION LABORATORIES INC 283 nyse 06-30-72 PMM
MARITIME FRUIT CARRIERS COMPANY LIMITED 440 OTC 12-31-72 LKHH
mark Iv homes inc 379 OTC 11-30-72 HS
marlene industries corporation 231 ASE 01-28-73 brout, ISAACS & company
MARLENNAN CORPORATION 640 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
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MARQUETTE CEMENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 324 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
MARRIOTT CORPORATION 581 NYSE 07-28-72 AA
marsh supermarkets, inc 541 OTC 03-31-73 EE
MARSHALL FOODS INC 504 ASE 03-31-73 AY
MARSHALL INDUSTRIES 506 ASE 05-31-73 AA
MARTHA MANNING CO 231 OTC 12-30-72 JOSEPH S. HERBERT & COMPANY
MARTHA WHITE FOODS, INC 205 OTC 06-02-73 EE
MARTIN MARIETTA ALUMINUM INC. 335 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION 372 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
MARYLAND CUP CORPORATION 264 NYSE 09-30-72 LYB
MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK SUBSIDIARIES OF MARYLAND NATIONAL COR 601 12-31-72 EE
MARYLAND NATIONAL CORPORATION 671 OTC 12-31-72 EE
MASCO CORPORATION 343 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
MASONITE CORPORATION 262 NYSE 08-31-72 AA
MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
MASSEy-FERGUSON FINANCE COMPANY of CANADA LIMITED mASSEy-fER 615 10-31-72 CLARkSON, GORDON & CO.
MASSEY-FERGUSON LIMITED 352 NYSE 10-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO.
MASSMUTUAL CORPORATE INVESTORS INC 652 NYSE 06-30-73 CL
massmutual income investors inc 621 NYSE 01-31-73 LYB
MASSMUTUAL MORTGAGE and REALTY investors 652 nyse 10-31-72 LYB
MASTERS INC 561 ASE 02-03-73 KALISH, RUBINROIT & CO
MATTEL. INC. 394 NYSE 01-29-72 AA
MAYFLOWER TRUST A SUBSIDIARY Of FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANC 679 12-31-72 PMM
maytag company 363 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
MCA INC. 781 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
MCCORD CORPORATION 371 NYSE 08-31-72 EE
MCCORMICK & COMPANY. INCORPORATED 209 OTC 11-30-72 HS
MCCRORY CORPORATION 533 NYSE 01-31-73 HS
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION 372 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
MCDONOUGH CO. 314 ASE 01-31-73 EE
MCDONOUGH CO. 314 ASE 01-31-72 EE
MCGRAw-EDISON COMPANY 369 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
MCGRAW-EdISON CREDIT CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY of MCGRAW-EDISON 615 12-31’72 AA
MCGRAW-HILL* INC 271 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
MCINTYRE PORCUPINE MINES LIMITED 100 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
MCLEAN TRUCKING COMPANY 421 NYSE 06-30-73 EE
MCLOUTH STEEL CORPORATION 331 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
MCNEIL CORPORATION 355 NYSE 12-31-72 CHILTON, STUMP & DAVERlO
mcquay-perfex INC. 343 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
MEAD CORPORATION 2 64 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
MEDALLION LEISURE CORPORATION 171 ASE 12-31-72 TR
MEDCO JEWELRY CORPORATION 597 ASE 03-31-72 TR
MEDCO jEwELRY CORPORATION 597 ASE 03-31-73 TR
MEDENCO INC 801 ASE 12-31-72 AA
MEDIA GENERAL, INC 271 ASE 12-31-72 AY
MEDTRONIC, INC 384 OTC 04-30-73 PW
MEDUSA CORPORATION 324 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
MEI CORPORATION 411 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
MELVILLE SHOE CORPORATION 566 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
MEM COMPANY, INC. 284 ASE 12-31-72 AY
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MERCANTILE DIVISION OF ARLEN REALTY & DEVELOPMENT CORP
MERCANTILE FINANCIAL corporation SUBSIDIARY OF MERCANTILE in 
MERCANTILE INDUSTRIES INC
MERCANTILE STORE COMPANY INC
MERCHANDISING SUBSIDIARIES of household finance CORPORATION 
MERCHANTS, INC.
MERCK & CO., INC.
MEREDITH CORPORATION
MEREDITH CORPORATION
MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS, INC.
MERRILL LYNCH, PIERCE, FENNER & SMITH INCORPORATED
MERVYN≥S
MESA PETROLEUM CO.
MESABI TRUST NEW YORK, NEW YORK
MESTA MACHINE COMPANY 




metropolitan bank of Syracuse subsidiary of bank of new york 
metropolitan Edison company 
metropolitan greetings, inc 
mgic investment corporation
MGlC mortgage corporation subsidiary of MGIC INVESTMENT corp 
MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
MICHIGAN GAS UTILITIES COMPANY
MICHIGAN GENERAL CORPORATION





MID-AMERICA INDUSTRIES* INC 
mID-AmERICAN LINES, INC
MlD-CONTINENT TELEPHONE CORPORATION
MlD-TExAS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, INC 
middle south UTILITIES, INC.
MIDLAND COOPERATIVES, INCORPORATED
MIDLAND GLASS COMPANY, INC. 






MILLER BROS INDUSTRIES INC
MILLIPORE CORPORATION
millmaster onyx corporation
SIC S EX B S DATE auditor
366 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
372 NYSE 06-30-72 AY
599 02-28-73 EISNER & LUBIN
613 12-31-72 PW
615 ASE 12-31-72 PW
531 NYSE 01-31-73 AA
599 12-31-72 HS
421 OTC 12-31-72 AY
283 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
271 NYSE 06-30-72 PMM
271 NYSE 06-30-73 PMM
284 ASE 03-31-73 AA
621 nyse 12-29-72 HS
561 OTC 01-08-73 TR
131 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
679 NYSE 01-31-73 LKHH
354 nyse 12-31-72 PW
369 OTC 04-30-73 EE
781 NYSE 08-31-72 AA
801 ASE 01-31-73 PW
483 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
601 12-31-72 HS
491 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
275 ASE 12-31-72 GOLDSCHMIDT ZAMPINO FALON & TODRE
671 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
652 12-31-72 AY
481 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
492 nyse 12-31-72 AA
349 ASE 12-31-72 AA
331 nyse 10-31-72 PMM
206 ASE 09-30-72 PW
357 OTC 08-31-72 AY
331 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
366 ASE 09-30-72 PW
501 OTC 12-31-72 DOUGLAS WALKER & CO
421 OTC 12-31-72 AA
481 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
483 OTC 03-31-73 AA
491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
291 12-31-72 HS
321 OTC 09-24-72 AY
652 nyse 06-30-72 PMM
355 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
671 ASE 06-30-72 EE
283 nyse 12-31-72 PW
271 OTC 04-30-73 LEVEY & fishbane
366 ASE 09-30-72 AA
231 OTC 09-30-72 TR
381 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
284 ASE 03-31-73 PW
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MILTON BRADLEY CORPORATION 394 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
MILTON ROY COMPANY 356 ASE 12-31-72 STOCKTON BATES & COMPANY
MINE SAFETY APPLIANCES COMPANY 384 OTC 12-31-72 PW
MINER INDUSTRIES, INC 394 OTC 03-31-73 REICH, WEINER & COMPANY
MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY 383 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
MINNESOTA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
MINNETONKA LABORATORIES, INC. 284 OTC 12-31-72 BROEKER HENDRICKSON & CO.
MIRRO ALUMINUM COMPANY 349 ASE 12-31-72 AA
MISSION CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF GETTY OIL COMPANY 291 12-31-72 AA
MISSION EQUITIES CORPORATION 671 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
MISSISSIPPI RIVER CORPORATION 492 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
MISSOURI beef packers, inc. 203 ASE 10-28-72 AY
MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY 400 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY-PARENT 400 NYSE 12-31-72 PW .
MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY SUBSIDIARY Of 400 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
MISSOURI PORTLAND CEmENT COmPANy 324 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
MISSOURI PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
MISSOURI RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC 366 OTC 01-31-73 EE
MlSSOURl-KANSAS-TEXAS RAILROAD COMPANY 400 ASE 12-31-72 MURPHY, LANIER, & QUINN
MITCHELL ENERGY & DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 131 ASE 01-31-73 PMM
MITE CORPORATION 345 ASE 02-28-73 CL
MITSUBISHI OIL COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF GETTY OIL COMPANY 291 09-30-72 AA
MOAMCO CORPORATION 614 ASE 10-31-72 LYB
MOBIL OIL CORPORATION 291 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
MOBILE AMERICA CORPORATION 679 OTC 08-31-72 PMM
MOBILE HOME INDUSTRIES INC 379 ASE 08-31-72 PMM
MODEL FINANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF PATAGONIA CORPORATION 614 12-31-72 EE
MODERN FOODS, INC 013 OTC 06-03-72 PW
MODERN MAID FOOD PRODUCTS INC 203 ASE 12-31-72 AA
modine MANUFACTURING COMPANY 371 MW 03-31-73 CL
MODULINE INTERNATIONAL INC 150 OTC 03-31-73 HS
mohasco industries, inc 227 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
MOHAWK DATA SCIENCES CORP, 357 NYSE 04-30-72 SOL
molybdenum corporation of aMerica 331 NYSE 12-31-72 D. G. SISTERSON & COMPANY
MONARCH industries inc 379 OTC 06-30-73 PMM
MONFORT OF COLORADO, INC. 201 OTC 09-02-72 EE
MONOGRAM INDUSTRIES INC 345 NYSE 06-30-72 HS
MONOGRAM INDUSTRIES, INC. 345 NYSE 06-30-72 HS
MONROE AUTO EQUIPMENT COMPANY 371 NYSE 06-30-72 PW
MONROE AUTO EQUIPMENT COMPANY 371 NYSE 06-30-73 PW
MONSANTO COMPANY 281 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
MONTAup ElEcTRIc COMPANY SUBSIDIARY of EASTERN UTILITIES ASS 491 12-31-72 AG
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO., INCORPORATED SUBSIDIARY OF MARCO 532 01-31-73 AA
MONY MORTGAGE INVESTORS 652 NYSE 05-31-73 PMM
MOOG INC 366 ASE 06-30-72 PMM
MOORE CORPORATION LIMITED 735 OTC 12-31-72 PW
MOORE PRODUCTS CO 381 OTC 12-31-72 EE
MOR-FLO INDUSTRIES, INC 363 OTC 12-31-72 TR
Morgan guaranty trust company of new york subsidiary of j. p 621 12-31-72 HS
morrison-knuDsen company, inc 160 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
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MORSE ELECTRO PRODUCTS CORP.
MORSE ELECTRO PRODUCTS CORP.
MORTGAGE INSURANCE AND LIFE INSURANCE SUBSIDIARIES OF CONTIN 
MORTGAGE SUBSIDIARIES OF NCNB CORPORATION
MORTON-NORWICH PRODUCTS, INC 
MORTON-NORWICH PRODUCTS, INC.
MORTON≥S SHOE STORES, INC.
MORTON≥S SHOE STORES, INC.
MOTION INDUSTRIES, INC.
MOTOROLA INC.
MOUNT VERNON MILLS, INC.






MR. WIGGS DEPARTMENT STORES, INC

















NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE Of DALLAS SUBSIDIARY OF ARKANSAS B 
NATIONAL BANK OF NORTH AMERICA, SUBSIDIARY OF CIT FINANCIAL 
NATIONAL CAN CORPORATION
NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY SUBSIDIARIES OF NATIONWIDE CO 
NATIONAL CHEmSEARCH CORPORATION
NATIONAL CHEMSEARCH CORPORATION
NATIONAL CITY BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS SUBSIDIARY OF ARCHER dANIE
NATIONAL CITY LINES INC
NATIONAL CSS INC
NATIONAL DATA CORPORATION
NATIONAL DISTILLERS AND ChEmIcAl CORPORATION
NATIONAL FUEL GAS COMPANY
NATIONAL GAS & OIL CORPORATION
NATIONAL GENERAL CORPORATION
NATIONAL GRAPE CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION, INC.
SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
363 NYSE 03-31-73 REICH, WEINER & COMPANY
363 nyse 03-31-72 ALAN 1, REICH & COMPANY
631 12-31-72 PW
601 12-31-72 PW
283 NYSE 06-30-73 EE
283 NYSE 06-30-72 EE
566 ASE 06-30-73 PMM
566 ASE 06-30-72 PMM
489 OTC 12-31-72 AY
366 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
221 ASE 12-31-72 HS
492 nyse 12-31-72 EE
231 ASE 06-02-73 CLARENCE RAINESS & CO
781 ASE 12-30-72 FRED LANDAU & CO
356 ASE 03-25-73 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
781 ASE 10-31-72 PMM
581 OTC 09-30*72 HS
531 OTC 09-30*72 AA
205 OTC 12*31*72 EE
345 nyse 12-31-72 AA
381 OTC 09-30-72 AA
369 ASE 04-30-73 PRICE, TERDINAND, GANEK & HANDLER
541 NYSE 12-28-72 TR
231 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
291 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
621 12-31-72 PMM
327 ASE 06-30-73 BERGER & WILD
205 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
289 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
371 ASE 12-31-72 AG
384 NYSE 11-30-72 PW
615 OTC 03-31-73 AY
264 nyse 12-31-72 PW
450 nyse 06-30-72 HS
372 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
601 12-31-72 EE
601 12-31-72 TR
341 nyse 12-31-72 TR
633 12-31-72 PMM
284 nyse 04-30-72 MLF
284 nyse 04-30-73 MLF
601 06-30-72 unaudited
411 nyse 12-31-72 TR
735 OTC 02-28-73 SOL
899 OTC 05-31-73 PW
208 nyse 12-31-72 PW
492 nyse 12-31-72 PW
492 OTC 12-31-72 AA
633 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
012 08-31-72 AG
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NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
NATIONAL HEALTH ENTERPRISES. INC.





NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF N 
NATIONAL MEDICAL ENTERPRISES INC
NATIONAL MINE SERVICE COMPANY
NATIONAL OLD LINE INSURANCE COMPANY
NATIONAL PATENT DEVELOPMENT
NATIONAL PRESTO INDUSTRIES, INC.
NATIONAL RURAL UTILITIES COOPERATIVE FINANCE CORPORATION
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
NATIONAL SERVICE INDUSTRIES, INC.
NATIONAL SHOES INC
NATIONAL SILVER INDUSTRIES, INC
national spinning co., inc.




NATIONAL UNION ELECTRIC CORPORATION 






NEEDHAM PACKING COMPANY. INC 
needham packing company, inc. 
NEI CORPORATION
NEISNER BROTHERS, INC. 
NEONEx INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
NEPTUNE METER COMPANY
NEUHOFF BROS. PACKERS, INC.
NEVADA POWER COMPANY
NEW ENGLAND ELECTRIC SYSTEM
NEW ENGLAND MERCHANTS COMPANY, INC
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
new England nuclear corporation
NEW ENGLAND NUCLEAR CORPORATION
NEW ENGLAND POWER COMPANY
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
NEW HAMPSHIRE BALL BEARINGS, INC.
NEW IDRIA MINING & CHEMICAL COMPANY
NEW JERSEY BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA LAND COMPANY
NEW PROCESS COMPANY  
SIC S EX B ’S DATE AUDITOR
327 nyse 12-31-72 EE
801 ase 03-31-72 AY
601 ASE 03-31-73 AY
241 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
202 nyse 12-31-72 TR
739 ASE 12-31-72 AY
671 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
631 nyse 12-31-72 EE
801 ASE 05-31-72 HCP
352 OTC 06-30-73 AA
631 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
281 OTC 12-31-72 MLF
349 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
601 nYse 06-30-73 PMM
366 nyse 05-31-73 PMM
721 nyse 08-31-72 AA
566 OTC 02-03-73 PMM
509 ASE 12-31-72 JKL
221 ase 12-30-72 EISNER & LUBIN
289 nyse 12-31-72 mlf
331 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
820 ASE 12-31-72 TR
541 NYSE 04-01-72 AA
363 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
631 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
331 NYSE 09-30-72 PMM
671 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
100 nyse 12-31-72 JOHN F FORBES & COMPANY
671 OTC 12-31-72 PW
601 OTC 12-31-72 PW
201 ASE 03-31-73 PW
201 ASE 04-01-72 PW
655 OTC 03-31-73 PMM
533 ASE 01-27-73 PMM
599 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
381 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
201 OTC 10-28-72 PW
491 nyse 12-31-72 AA
491 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
671 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
631 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
281 ASE 02-28-73 HERTZ, HERSON & COMPANY
281 ASE 02-29-72 HERTZ, HERSON & COmPANY
491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
481 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
356 ase 06-30-73 CL
100 ase 06-30-73 PW
481 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
651 ASE 12-31-72 PW
532 ASE 12-31-72 EE
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NEW YORK AND HONDURAS ROSARIO MINING COMPANY
NEW YORK STATE ELECTRIC & GAS CORPORATION
NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY





NIAGARA FRONTIER BANK OF NEW YORK SUBSIDIARY OF BANK OF NEW 
NIAGARA SHARE CORPORATION





NON FINANCIAL SUBSIDIARIES OF NATIONAL GENERAL CORPORATION 
NON-CONSOLIDATED SALES FINANCE SUBSIDIARIES SUBSIDIARIES of 
NONCONSOLIDATED FINANCE SUBSIDIARIES OF HONEYWELL, INC.
NORFOLK SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORP SUBSIDIARY OF N
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY-PARENT




NORTH AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
NORTH AMERICAN MORTGAGE INVESTORS 
north American philips corporation 
north American rockwell corporation
NORTH CANADIAN OILS LIMITED
NORTH CAROLINA NATIONAL bANk SUBSIDIARIES OF NCNB CORPORATIO 
north star reinsurance CORPORATION subsidiary of general rei 
NORTHEAST UTILITIES
NORTHERN and CENTRAL gas corporation LIMITED 
northern Illinois gas company
northern Indiana public service company
northern natural gas company 
northern states power company-minn.
NORTHGATE EXPLORATION LIMITED
NORTHROP CORPORATION
NORTHWEST ACCEPTANCE CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY of orbancO
NORTHWEST BANCORPORATION
NORTHWEST INDUSTRIES, INC.
NORTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIfE MORTGAGE and REALTY INVESTORS 






SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
100 nyse 12-31-72 EE
491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
401 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
400 nyse 12-31-72 EHRENKRANTZ AND COMPANY
104 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
131 ASE 12-31-72 AY
581 OTC 08-31-72 PMM
739 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
601 12-31-72 HS
679 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
366 OTC 09-30-72 PW
652 ASE 11-30-72 PMM
281 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
671 NYSE 12-31-72 EE





400 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
400 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
208 nyse . 12-31-72 HS
363 nyse 12-31-72 HS
221 ASE 12-31-72 AA
503 ASE 02-03-73 AY
652 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
369 nyse 12-31-72 SMITH AND HARDER
372 nyse 09-30-72 HS
131 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
601 12-31-72 PW
631 12-31-72 LYB
491 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
400 nyse 12-31-72 RIDDELL, STEAD & CO,
492 nyse 12-31-72 AA
493 nyse 12-31-72 AA
492 nyse 12-31-72 AA
491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
100 nyse 12-31-72 THORNE GUNN & CO.,
372 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
601 04-30-73 AY
671 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
400 nyse 12-31-72 AA
481 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
652 nyse 03-31-73 PW
331 nyse 07-31-72 AA
327 nyse 12-31-72 AY
203 nyse 06-30-72 HS
349 ASE 12-31-72 TR
284 OTC 12-31-72 AY
381 ASE 02-28-73 EE
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NUCOR CORPORATION 349 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
NUMAC OIL & GAS LTD 131 ASE 12-31-72 WlNSPEAR HIGGINS STEVENSON & CO
NVF COMPANY 331 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
o≥okiep copper company limited 100 ASE 12-31-72 COOPER BROTHERS & CO
O≥SULLIVAN CORPORATION 309 ASE 12-31-72 YOUNT, HYDE & COMPANY
OAK INDUSTRIES, INC. 366 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
OAKITE products, inc. 284 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE company of CALIFORNIAI SUbIDIARy 0 631 12-31-72 EE
OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION 509 nyse 12-31-72 AA
OEA INC 372 ASE 07-31-72 PMM
OFFSHORE LOGISTICS, INC 440 OTC 06-30-73 AA
OGDEN CORPORATION 509 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
OGILVY & MATHER INTERNATIONAL INC 731 OTC 12-31-72 PW
OGLEBAY NORTON COMPANY 120 OTC 12-31-72 lyb
OHIO EDISON COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
OHIO POWER COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
OhIO pOWER company SUBSIDIARY Of American Electric POwEr COM 491 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
OKC CORP. 291 ase 09-30-72 AY
OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
Oklahoma natural gas company 492 nyse 08-31-72 PMM
OLIN CORPORATION 281 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
olla industries 319 ASE 12-31-72 LKHH
OMARK INDUSTRIES, INC. 342 NYSE 06-30-72 HS
omark industries, inc 342 NYSE 06-30-73 HS
ONAN CORPORATION 369 ASE 12-31-72 EE
ONEIDA LTD 391 NYSE 01-27-73 HS
OPELIKA MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 221 NYSE 09-30-72 WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO
OPTICAL COATING LABORATORY, INC. 383 OTC 12-31-72 TR
OPTICO, INC. 781 10-31-72 PMM
ORANGE AND ROCKLAND UTILITIES, INC 493 nyse 12-31-72 AG
ORBANCO, INC 671 OTC 06-30-73 AY
OREGON BANK 601 06-30-73 AY
OREGON FREEZE DRY FOODS, INC. 203 OTC 06-30-73 WARNER, PHILLIPS & CO., P.C.
ORIGINALA INCORPORATED 231 ASE 06-30-73 RASHBA & POKART
ORIOLE HOMES CORP 655 ASE 12-31-72 EE
OSCAR MAYER & CO. INC. 201 NYSE 10-28-72 PW
OTHER FINANCIAL SERVICES OF AMERICAN GENERAL GROUP. 679 12-31-72 EE
OTHER FINANCIAL SERVICES DIVISIONS Of LINCOLN NATIONAL CORPO 640 12-31-72 EE
other subsidiary companies of American electric power compan 491 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
OThER SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS OF GENERAL REINSURANCE CORPORA 679 12-31-72 LYB
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 352 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
OUTBOARD MARINE CORPORATION 351 nyse 09-30-72 AA
OUTDOOR SPORTS INDUSTRIES inc 319 ASE 12-31-72 AA
OVERMYER CORPORATION 354 OTC 12-31-72 AA
OvERNITE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY 421 nyse 12-31-72 AY
OVERSEA SHIPHOLDING GROUP, INC 440 ASE 12-31-72 SDL
OVERSEAS INNS S.A. 655 OTC 12-31-72 AA
OVERSEAS NATIONAL AIRwAyS INC 450 OTC 12-31-72 AY
OVERSEAS SECURITIES CO. INC 621 ASE 12-31-72 HS
OwENS-CORNING FlBERGLAS CORPORATION 327 nyse 12-31-72 AA
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OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC. 321 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
oxford electric corporation 366 ASE 12-31-72 MLF
OXFORD FIRST CORP. 614 ASE 12-31-72 TR
OXFORD INDUSTRIES, INC 231 NYSE 06-01-73 TR
OXFORD INDUSTRIES, INC. 231 NYSE 06-02-72 TR
OZARK AIR LINES, INC 450 ASE 12-31-72 TR
OZITE CORPORATION 221 OTC 12-31-72 AA
p.h. glatfelter company 262 OTC 12-31-72 HS
P.R. MALLORY & CO. INC. 366 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
P&F INDUSTRIES. INC 343 ASE 12-31-72 SS
PABST BREWING COMPANY 208 OTC 12-31-72 PW
PACCAR INC, 374 OTC 12-31-72 EE
PACIFIC COAST PROPERTIES, INC. 651 ASE 12-31-72 KENNETH LEVENTHAL & COMPANY
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COmPANY 493 NYSE 12-31-72 HS.
PACIFIC HOLDING CORPORATION 289 ASE 12-31-72 AA
PACIFIC LIGHTING CORPORATION 492 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
PACIFIC NORTHWEST BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 481 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
PACIFIC PETROLEUMS LTD 291 nyse 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO
PACIFIC POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
PACIFIC SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 612 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
PACIFIC TIN CONSOLIDATED CORPORATION 100 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
PACKAGING PRODUCTS and DESIGN corp. 309 OTC 06-30-73 CL
PADRE ISLAND INVESTMENT CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF BUDGET IND 652 12-31-72 PMM
PAINE, WEBBER, JACKSON & CURTIS INCORPORATED 621 nyse 09-30-72 AY
PALL corporation 356 ASE 07-31-72 ROBBINS, GREENE & CO.
PALM BEACH COMPANY 231 NYSE 10-28-72 HS
PALOMAR FINANCIAL 616 ASE 06-30-73 AY
PAMIDA. INC 533 NYSE 01-31-73 TR
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAY 450 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
pandel/braDforD inc 319 ASE 09-30-72 LYB
PANDICK PRESS, INC. 275 OTC 05-31-73 PW
PANHANDLE EASTERN PIPE LINE COMPANY 492 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
papercraft corporation 264 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
PARAMOUNT PACKAGING CORPORATION 264 ASE 12-31-72 EE
PARGAS. INC 598 nyse 12-31-72 AA
PARK CHEMICAL COMPANY 289 ASE 12-31-72 TR
park electrochemical corp 349 ASE 02-25-73 TR
PARKER-HANNIfin CORPORATION 349 nyse 06-30-73 CLPARkER-HANNIFIN CORPORATION 349 nyse 06-30-72 LYB
PARKLANE HOSIERY COMPANY INC 503 ASE 09-30-72 ARONSON & ORESMAN
PARKWAY DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 599 ase 04-28-73 AA
PARLIAMENT NATIONAL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY of mercantile IND 633 12-31-72 PW
PASCO. INC. 139 nyse 12-31-72 AA
PAT FASHIONS INDUSTRIES 503 ase 11-30-72 TABB & COMPANY, P.C
PATAGONIA CORPORATION 671 ASE 12-31-72 EE
PATERSON PARCHMENT PAPER COMPANY 264 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
PATRICK INDUSTRIES, INC 509 OTC 03-31-73 MCGLADREy, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY
PAy LESS DRUG STORES NORTHWEST, INC. 591 OTC 01-31-73 PMM
PEABODY GALION CORPORATION 356 nyse 09-30-72 PMM
pEmcor, INC. 506 ASE 03-31-73 MURPHY, LANIER & QUINN
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COMPANY NAME
PENN CENTRAL COMPANY
pEnn central transportation company subsidiary of penn centr
PENN CORPORATION
PENN ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CORP.




PENNSYLVANIA POwER & LIGHT COMPANY
PENNSYLVANIA REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUST
PENNWALT CORPORATION
PENNZOIL COMPANY
PENSION TRUST FUND OF REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
PENSION TRUST Of BETHLEHEM STEEl CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARY
PENSION TRUSTS OF JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORPORATION 
PENTRON INDUSTRIES
PEOPLE GAS COMPANY 

























PIC ≥N PAY STORES, INC.
PICKWICK INTERNATIONAL, INC.
PIEDMONT INDUSTRIES
PIER 1, IMPORTS, INC.
PILLSBURY COMPANY
PlMA SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION SUBSIDIARY OF PATAGONIA CO 
pinkerton≥s INC
PIONEER NATURAL gas COMPANY
SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
400 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
400 nyse 12-31-72 HS
264 OTC 01-31-73 TR
345 ASE 12-31-72 HS
541 NYSE 08-26-72 PW
541 ASE 01-31-73 MILLS & KIMLIN
324 nyse 12-31-72 MLF
631 OTC 12-31-72 CL
491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
652 ASE 08-31-72 AA
281 NYSE 12-31-72 AA




366 ASE 06-30-72 MURPHY, LANIER & QUINN
492 NYSE 09-30-72 AA
591 nyse 12-31-72 AA
209 ASE 12-31-72 PW
283 ASE 12-31-72 SMITH & HARDER
209 NYSE 12-30-72 AY
160 ASE 12-31-72 AA
241 ASE 10-31-72 HS
357 ASE 06-30-72 AA
202 NYSE 03-31-73 PW
202 NYSE 03-31-72 PW
207 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
561 nyse  01-31-73 TR
598 nyse 09-30-72 AY
621 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
352 OTC 03-31-72 AG
352 OTC 03-31-73 AG
283 NYSE 12-31-72 MLF
335 nyse 12-31-72 PW
491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
171 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
383 nyse 12-30-72 JOSEPH S. HERBERT & COMPANY
211 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
379 NYSE 03-31-73 HS
291 nyse 12-31-72 AY
231 NYSE 01-31-73 SDL
331 ASE 12-31-72 PW
566 ASE 06-30-72 LKHH
509 NYSE 04-30-73 LKHH
231 ASE 05-31-73 SDL
599 NYSE 03-31-73 PW
204 nyse 05-31-73 TR
612 12-31-72 EE
739 OTC 12-31-72 EE
492 nyse 12-31-72 AY
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PIONEER PLASTICS CORPORATION 309 ASE 01-28-73 EE
PIONEER SYSTEMS, INC. 239 ASE 12-02-72 AA
PIONEER-STANDARD ELECTRONICS, INC. 506 OTC 03-31-73 AY
PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF BANGOR PUNTA CORPOR 372 09-30-72 AY
PIPER INDUSTRIES, INC. 349 OTC 05-31-73 TR
pitney bowes-alpex inc subsidiary of alpex compoter COR 357 12-31-72 SOL
PITNEY-BOWES, INC. 357 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
PITTSBURGH NATIONAL BANK SUBSIDIARY OF PITTSBURGH NATIONAL C 601 12-31-72 EE
PITTSBURGH NATIONAL CORPORATION 671 OTC 12-31-72 EE
PITTSBURGH-DES MOINES STEEL COMPANY 349 ASE 12-31-72 EE
PITTWAY CORPORATION 284 ASE 12-31-72 PW
PIZZA HUT 581 NYSE 03-31-73 EE
PKL COMPANIES, INC 731 ASE 11-30-72 LYB
PLACER DEVELOPMENT LIMITED 100 ASE 12-31-72 PW
planning research corporation 739 NYSE 06-30-73 CL
PLANTATION PIPE LINE COMPANY 460 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
PLAYBOY ENTERPRISES, INC. 271 NYSE 06-30-72 LYB
PLAZA GROUP INC, 731 ASE 12-31-72 JKL
PLYMOUTH RUBBER COMPANY, INC. 309 ASE 11-25-72 PW
PNEUMATIC SCALE CORPORATION 352 ASE 11-30-72 EE
POLAROID CORPORATION 383 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
PONDEROSA SYSTEM, INC 581 NYSE 02-23-73 EE
POPE & TALBOT, INC 241 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
PORT CLINTON NATIONAL BANK SUBSIDIARY OF UNION FINANCIAL COR 601 12-31-72 EE
PORTEC 331 NYSE 12-31-72 MLF
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
POTLATCH FORESTS, INC 264 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 PW
potter instrument COMPANY, inc 357 ASE 06-30-72 HARRIS KERR FORSTER & COMPANY
POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY 381 OTC 03-31-73 AA
POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY 381 OTC 03-31-72 AA
PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. 321 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
PRATT & LAMBERT, INC 285 ASE 12-31-72 HS
PREL CORPORATION 655 ASE 12-31-72 AY
PREMIER INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 507 NYSE 05-31-72 PMM
PREMIER INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 356 nyse 05-31-73 PMM
prentice-hall, inc. 271 ASE 12-31-72 HS
PRESIDENTIAL REALTY corporation 651 ASE 10-31-72 HS
PRESTON MINES LIMITED 100 ASE 12-31-72 CL
PRIME EQUITIES INC 651 ASE 06-30-73 PMM
PRIME EQUITIES INC 651 ASE 06-30-72 PMM
PRODUCTS RESEARCH & ChEmICAl CORPORATION 285 nyse 09-30-72 PW
PROGRESSIVE CORPORATION 671 OTC 05-31-73 TR
PROLER STEEL CORPORATION 509 ASE 01-31-73 CL
property and casualty insurance division of ina corporation 633 12-31-72 AY
property and casualty insurance operations of cit financial 633 12-31-72 touche ROSS & company
PROPERTY CAPITAL TRUST 652 ase 07-31-72 AY
PROPERTY-CASUALTY INSURANCE DIVISIONS OR LINCOLN NATIONAL COR 633 12-31-72 EE
PROVIDENCE GAS COMPANY 492 ase 12-31-72 WARD, FISHER, & COMPANY
prudential building maintenance CORP. 739 ase 12-31-72 AA
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COMPANY NAME
PSA, INC
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW MEXICO
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF INDIANA, INC
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF COLORADO
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF OKLAHOMA SUBSIDIARY OF CENTRAL AND
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
PUBLICKER INDUSTRIES, INC
PUERTO RICAN CEMENT COMPANY. INC.
PUERTO RICO TELEPHONE COMPANY
PUGET SOUND POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
PULLMAN INCORPORATED








QUAKER STATE OIL REFINING CORPORATION 
quebecor INC.
QUESTOR CORPORATION
R G BARRY CORPORATION
R. P SCHERER CORPORATION
R. R. DONNELLEY & SONS COMPANY
R. V. WEATHERFORD CO
R.B. JONES CORPORATION
R.H. MACY & CO. INC




RAMADA INNS, INC. 
ranchers Exploration and development corporation 
RANCO INCORPORATED 
rangaire corporation











READING & BATES OFFSHORE DRILLING COMPANY 
reading industries, INC
SIC S Ex B S DATE AUDITOR
450 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
491 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
491 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
491 nyse 12-31-72 AA
493 nyse 12-31-72 AY
491 12-31-72 A A
493 nyse 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
281 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
324 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
481 nyse 12-31-72 AA
491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
374 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
739 12-31-72 ay
655 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
284 nyse 06-30-73 PW
284 nyse 06-30-72 PW
231 ASE 12-02-72 CLARENCE RAINEsS & CO
371 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
509 OTC 06-30-72 AA
203 OTC 06-30-73 AA
291 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
275 ASE 09-30-72 THORNE GUNN & CO.
371 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
314 ASE 12-30-72 PMM
283 OTC 03-31-73 AA
275 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
506 OTC 06-30-73 CL
640 OTC 10-31’72 AA
531 NYSE 07-29-72 TR
211 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
366 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
483 OTC 06-30-72 PMM
204 NYSE 09-30-72 PW
701 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
100 ase 06-30-72 EE
381 NYSE 09-30-72 LYB
363 OTC 07-31-72 PMM
131 ASE 12-31-72 RIDDELL, STEAD & CO
739 ASE 11-30-72 EE
231 NYSE 01-31-73 HS
138 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
369 OTC 06-30-73 AY
160 nyse 12-31-72 PW
381 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
366 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
571 ASE 06-30-72 MLF
631 12-31-72 AY
366 nyse 12-31-72 AY
138 nyse 09-30-72 LYB
335 ASE 12-31-72 TR
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COMPANY NAME
REAL estate data, inc.
real estate division OF dayton hudson corporation
real ESTATE FINANCE SUBSIDI RIE OF FIRST PENNSYLVANIA CORPOR 
real estate investment trust of America
real estate subsidiaries of city stores company
realty division of ARLEN realty & DEVELOPMENT corp
REALTY INCOME TRUST













RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF LEASCO CORPORATION 
RELIANCE UNIVERSAL inc.
REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC.
RENTAL and LEASING SUBSIDIARIES of HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORA 
REPUBLIC CORPORATION
REPUBLIC FINANCIAL SERVICE INC
REPUBLIC HOUSING CORPORATION
REPUBLIC MORTGAGE INVESTORS
REPUBLIC NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
research-cottrell, inc.





RETAIL DIVISION OF DAYTON HUDSON CORPORATION
REVCO D. S., INC












SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
735 OTC 06-30-73 AY
651 02-03-73 EE
615 12-31-72 PMM
652 ASE 11-30-72 AA
651 02-03-73 SDL
651 02-28-73 EISNER & LUBIN
652 ASE 04-30-73 AY
652 12-31-72 PMM
652 ASE 01-31-73 AA
357 OTC 10-31-72 PW
701 ASE 12-31-72 TR
379 NYSE 03-30-73 AA
379 NYSE 03-31-72 AA
355 NYSE 12-31-72 AY.
221 NYSE 07-01-72 SDL
483 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
421 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
231 05-31-73 CL
281 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
369 NYSE 10-31-72 EE
633 12-31-72 LYB
285 OTC 11-26-72 EE
398 ASE 12-31-72 pw
739 11-30-72 HS
363 NYSE 07-31-72 AA
671 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
655 OTC 06-30-73 AY
652 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
601 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
331 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
356 ASE 10-31-72 LYB
291 ASE 12-31-72 AY
356 ASE 06-30-72 AG
356 ase 06-30-73 AG
581 ASE 12-30-72 TR
739 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
599 02-03-73 EE
591 NYSE 06-03-72 PMM
335 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
284 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
356 NYSE 10-31-72 AA
352 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
335 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
621 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
801 ASE 09-30-72 EE
208 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
357 ASE 09-30-72 pw
271 OTC 02-28-73 EE
283 NYSE 06-30-72 PW
283 NYSE 06-30-73 PW
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rIchton international corporation 





RIO algom mines limited






























royal American industries, inc.
ROYAL BUSINESS FUNDS CORPORATION
ROYAL crown cola co.
royal industries inc
royal palm beach COLONY, INC
RPM, INC
RSC INDUSTRIES, inc




SIC S EX R S DATE auditor
531 OTC 02-03-73 AA
671 nyse 12-31-72 AY
391 ASE 04-28-73 AA
100 ASE 06-30-73 HS
271 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
221 nyse 09-30-72 AA
366 ASE 12-31-72 TR
349 ASE 06-30-72 AA
100 ASE 12-31-72 CL
400 nyse 12-31-72 HS
491 OTC 02-28-73 THOMAS G. BURKE AND COMPANY
591 NYSE 02-28-73 MLF
614 ASE 12-31-72 HS
204 nyse 07-30-72 PMM
791 11-30-72 PW  
381 nyse 12-31-72 EE
335 ASE 07-01-72 PMM
331 ASE 12-31-72 EE
493 nyse 12-31-72 PW
481 nyse 12-31-72 PW
355 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
372 OTC 10-31-72 TR
561 nyse 12-30-72 PMM
381 12-31-72 EE
735 ASE 03-31-73 PMM
309 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
281 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
372 nyse 07-31-72 TR
655 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
753 ASE 09-30-72 PW
701 12-31-72 HS
352 nyse 12-31-72 TR
283 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
231 ASE 12-31-72 TR
011 04-30-72 MOBERLY, WEST, JENNINGS & SHAUL
655 ASE 09-30-72 HS
356 OTC 06-30-72 LYB
150 ASE 12-31-72 HS
309 ASE 04-01-73 PW
655 ASE 09-30-72 AA
415 ASE 03-31-73 SDL
209 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
899 nyse 12-31-72 PW
655 ASE 04-30-73 LKHH
285 OTC 05-31-73 CIULLA, TOLT, & STEPHENS
366 ASE 12-31-72 AA
335 12-31-72 LYB
369 NYSE 03-31-73 TR
309 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
541 ASE 10-01-72 HS
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RUSS TOGS 231 NYSE 02-03-73 EISNER & LUBIN
RUSS TOGS, INC. 231 NYSE 01-29-72 EISNER & LUBIN
RUSSEKS, INC 508 ASE 02-28-73 AY
RUST CRAFT GREETING CARDS, INC. 275 ASE 02-25-73 PW
RYAN HOMES. INC. 655 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
S.S. KRESGE COMPANY 533 NYSE 01-31-73 PW
SABINE ROYALTY CORPORATION 679 ASE 12-31-72 HS
SAFE HARBOR WATER POWER CORPORATION 491 ASE 12-31-72 PW
SAFEGUARD INDUSTRIES INC 731 nyse 12-31-72 TR
SAFETRAN SYSTEM CORPORATION 371 ASE 04-30-72 PMM
SAFETRAN SYSTEMS CORPORATION 374 ASE 04-30-73 PMM
SAFEWAY STORES. INCORPORATED 541 nyse 12-30-72 PMM
SAFRAN PRINTING COMPANY 275 OTC 02-28-73 LYB
SALANT CORPORATION 231 nyse 12-02-72 TR.
SALEM CARPET MILLS. INC 227 OTC 01-31-73 A.M PULLEN & COMPANY
SALEM CORPORATION 356 ASE 12-31-72 AA
SAMBO≥S RESTAURANTS INC 501 ASE 12-31-72 TR
SAMUEL MOORE AND COMPANY 381 OTC 01-31-73 EE
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 493 nyse 12-31-72 HS
SAN JOSE WATER WORKS 499 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
san juan Racing association, inc 791 NYSE 04-30-73 MILTON LANZ & COMPANY
SANDERS ASSOCIATES* INC. 366 nyse 07-28-72 PW
sangamo ELECTRIC COMPANY 369 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
SANITAS SERVICE CORPORATION 739 ASE 06-30-72 AA
SANTA ANITA CONSOLIDATED, INC 655 OTC 10-31-72 AY
SANTA FE INDUSTRIES, INC 400 nyse 12-31-72 PW
SANTA fE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 130 nyse 12-31-72 PW
SARGENT INDUSTRIES, INC. 371 ASE 12-31-72 PW
SARGENT-WELCH SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 381 nyse 12-31-72 PW
SATURN AIRWAYS INC 450 ASE 12-31-72 HS
SAUNDERS LEASING SYSTEM, INC 753 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
SAV-A-STOP INCORPORATED 502 NYSE 09-02-72 PMM
sav-on-drugs inc 591 nyse 12-31-72 TR
savannah electric and power company 491 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
SAVIN BUSINESS MACHINE CORPORATION 509 nyse 04-30-73 CL
SAVINGS and LOAN DIVISION OF USLlFE CORPORATION 612 12-31-72 PMM
SAVOY industries, inc 509 ASE 12-31-72 BROUT, ISAACS & COMPANY
SAXON INDUSTRIES, INC. 509 NYSE 12-31-72 WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO
SCA SERVICES. INC 534 nyse 03-31-73 AY
SCHENUIT INDUSTRIES INC 301 ASE 09-30-72 HS
SCHERING-PLOUGH CORPORATION 283 nyse 12-31-72 HS
SCHICK INCORPORATED 363 ASE 02-28-73 TR
SCHILLER INDUSTRIES INC 381 ASE 03-31-73 EE
SCHLUDER bERG-KURDLE CO., INC. 201 OTC 10-29-72 EE
SCHLUMBERGER LIMITED 138 nyse 12-31-72 PW
SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINES, INC. 271 OTC 08-31-72 AY
SCHOLL INC. 384 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
scientific-atlanta, INC. 366 ASE 06-30-73 AA
SCM CORPORATION 357 NYSE 06-30-72 HS
SCOA INDUSTRIES INC 566 nyse 01-27-73 LYB
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scope incorporated 366 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
SCOT LAD FOOD, INC 504 nyse 06-30-73 EE
SCOTT PAPER COMPANY 264 nyse 12-31-72 pw
SCOTT, FORESMAN AND COMPANY 271 nyse 04-30-72 SS
SCOTTEx CORPORATION 225 ASE 12-31-72 LOUIS STERNBACH & company
SCOTTY≥S HOME BUlLDER≥S SUPPLY, INC 521 ASE 06-30-73 AA
SCOTTY≥S HOME BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC 521 ASE 06-30-72 AA
SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY 363 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
SCRlPPS-HOWARD BROADCASTING COMPANY 483 OTC 12-31-72 HS
SCRIPTO, INC. 399 OTC 12-31-72 AY
scrivner-boogaart INC 504 ASE 07-01-72 AA
SCURRY-RAINBOW OIL LIMITED 131 ASE 09-30-72 PW
SEA PINES COMPANY 655 OTC 02-28-73 AA
SEA WORLD, INC 791 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
seaboard allied milling corporation 204 ASE 06-02-73 pmh
SEABOARD COAST line industries INC 400 nyse 12-31-72 HS
SEABOARD WORLD AIRLINES, INC 450 nyse 12-31-72 AY
SEABROOK FOODS, INC. 203 ASE 02-26-72 SDL
SEALED POWER CORPORATION 356 nyse 12-31-72 AA
SEARS INDUSTRIES INC 721 ASE 12-30-72 HS
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. 532 nyse 01-31-73 TR
season-all industries inc 349 ASE 12-31-72 TR
seatrain lines inc 440 nyse 06-30-72 EISNER & LUBIN
SEATTLE FIRST COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL B 899 12-31-72 PW
SEATTLE-FIRST NATIONAL BANK 601 OTC 12-31-72 pw
SEAWAY FOOD TOWN, INC. 541 OTC 09-30-72 AY
SECURITY PLASTICS INC 309 ASE 03-31-73 PMM
SELAS CORPORATION OF AMERICA 355 ASE 12-31-72 MLF
SEMTECH CORPORATION 366 ASE 01-31-73 AA
SENECA FOOD CORPORATION 203 OTC 07-31-72 TR
SENSORMATIC ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 366 OTC 05-31-73 AY
SERVICE CORPORATION INTERNATIONAL 729 ASE 04-30-73 AY
SERVISCO 721 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
SERVO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 366 ASE 10-31-72 AA
servomation corporation 534 nyse 06-30-73 PW
servotronics, INC 342 ASE 09-30-72 EE
SETON COMPANY 311 ASE 12-31-72 J. H. COHN & COMPANY
SHAER SHOE CORPORATION 314 ASE 10-31-72 HS
SHAKESPEARE COMPANY 3 94 NYSE 07-31-72 EE
shapell industries, INC 655 nyse 12-31-72 AA
SHAW INDUSTRIES. INC 221 ASE 07-01-72 AA
shaw-barton, inc 275 OTC 01-31-73 LYB
shell oil company 291 nys 12-31-72 PW
SHELLER-GLObE CORPORATION 371 nyse 09-30-72 AY
SHELTER resources CORPORATION 379 ASE 12-31-72 EE
Shenandoah oil company and subsidiaries 131 ASE 12-31-72 AA
Sherwood & Roberts, inc subsidiary of equitable savings & lo 615 12-31-72 PMM
SHERWOOD MEDICAL INDUSTRIES INC. 384 ASE 12-31-72 AA
SHOWBOAT. INC. 791 ASE 06-30-72 MLF
SHULMAN TRANSPORT ENTERPRISES. INC. 471 ASE 12-31-72 TR
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SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY
SIFCO INDUSTRIES, INC.
SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC.
SIGMA MINES (QUEBEC) LImITED SUBSIDIARY Of dome MINES LImITE 
SIGNODE CORPORATION
SILVER KING MINES, INC
SIMMONDS PRECISION PRODUCTS
SIMMONS COMPANY
SIMPLEX WIRE AND CABLE COMPANY
SIMPLICITY PATTERN CO. INC.
SIMPONS-SEARS LIMITED SUBSIDIARY OF SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO. 
SITKIN SMELTING & REFINING
SITKIN SMELTING & REFINING* INC
SKAGGS COMPANIES* INC
SKELLY OIL COMPANY










SOCIAL PROGRESS TRUST fund of inter-american development ban 
SOLA BASIC INDUSTRIES INC
SOLA BASIC INDUSTRIES* INC
SOLITRON devices, INC.
SONESTA INTERNATIONAL HOTELS CORPORATION
SONOCO products company
SONY CORPORATION
SORG PRINTING COMPANY INCORPORATED
SOS CONSOLIDATED INC.
SOUNDESIGN CORPORATION
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY
south central bell telephone company 
south JERSEY INDUSTRIES, INC. 
southeast banking corporation
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH company
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
southern Indiana gas anD electric company
southern natural gas company
southern PACIFIC COMPANY
southern RAILWAY COMPANY
SOUTHERN REALTY & UTILITIES corp.
southern states COOPERATIVE
southern union gas company
SOUTHLAND CORPORATION
SOUTHLAND paper mills
SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
331 ASE 09-30-72 AA
366 ASE 12-31-72 EE
100 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO.
331 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
100 OTC 04-30-73 EE
381 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
251 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
335 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
271 NYSE 01-31-73 PW
531 01-03-73 TR
335 ASE 06-30-72 LKHH
335 ASE 06-30-73 EE
591 NYSE 12-28-72 LYB
291 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
291 nyse 12-31-72 AA
379 NYSE 05-31-72 LYB
379 nyse 05-31-73 CL
509 OTC 08-31-72 ALFORD, MERONEY & COMPANY
509 ASE 03-31-73 MILLER, WACHmAN & CO.
352 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
283 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
421 nyse 12-30-72 bosserman, alt, james & stickley
201 OTC 12-31-72 AA
342 OTC 12-31-72 AG
991 12-31-72 PW
369 nyse 03-31-73 TR
369 nyse 03-31-72 TR
366 ASE 02-28-73 PW
701 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
264 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
366 NYSE 10-31-72 PW
275 OTC 05-31-73 PW
342 nyse 08-31-72 TR
509 ASE 12-31-72 PW
491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
481 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
492 nyse 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
671 nyse 12-31-72 HS
481 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
491 nyse 12-31-72 AA
491 nyse 12-31-72 AA
492 nyse 12-31-72 AY
400 nyse 12-31-72 HS
400 nyse 12-31-72 PW
655 ASE 09-30-72 AA
011 06-30-72 AY
492 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
541 NYSE 12-31-72 TR
262 OTC 12-31-72 AA
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southland ROYALTY COMPANY 679 ASE 12-31-72 HS
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO. 450 OTC 12-31-72 AY
SOUTHWEST AIRMOTIvE COMPANY 372 NYSE 05-31-72 ALFORD, MERONEy & COMPANY
SOUTHWEST FOREST INDUSTRIES 241 nyse 12-31-72 PW
SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 481 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CORPORATION 502 OTC 05-31-73 AY
SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF CENTRAL AN 491 12-31-72 AA
SOUTHWESTERN FINANCIAL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF TEXAS INDUS 739 05-31-73 EE
SOUTHWESTERN FINANCIAL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF TExAS INDUS 615 05-31-72 EE
SOUTHWESTERN INVESTMENT COMPANY 614 ASE 08-31-72 PMM
SOUTHWESTERN PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 491 nyse 08-31-72 PMM
SPANG INDUSTRIES INC. 349 OTC 01-31-73 EE
SPARTON CORPORATION 366 nyse 06-30-72 AY
specialty restaurants corporation 581 ASE 06-30-72 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
SPECTOR INDUSTRIES, INC. 421 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
SPECTRA MCLNTOSH CORP. 349 ASE 06-30-72 AG
spectra-physics inc. 381 OTC 09-30-72 AY
spectral dynamics corporation 381 OTC 03-31-73 ay
spectro industries, inc. 502 ASE 03-28-73 PW
SPEcTRO industries, inc. 502 ASE 03-29-72 PW
spencer companies, inc. and subsidiaries 566 ASE 06-02-73 WOLF AND COMPANY
spencer foods, inc. 201 OTC 10-28-72 HS
SPERRY AND HUTCHINSON CO. 739 nyse 12-30-72 HCP
SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 357 nyse 03-31-73 CL
SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 357 nyse 03-31-72 LYB
SPERRY RAND FINANCIAL COMPANY SUBSIDIARIES OF SPERRY RAND CO 615 nyse 03-31-72 LYB
SPIEGEL, INC. SUBSIDIARY OF BENEFICIAL CORPORATION 532 12-31-72 PW
splentex inc 231 ASE 12-31-72 AA
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY 366 NYSE 12-31-72 AG
spring vale national bank subsidiary of depositors corporati 601 12-31-72 AA
springs mills, inc. 221 NYSE 12-30-72 HS
SQUARE D COMPANY 369 nyse 12-31-72 TR
SQUlBB CORPORATION 283 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
SSP industries 349 ASE 02-28-73 AG
ST. JOE MINERALS CORPORATION 335 nyse 12-31-72 HS
st. johnsbury trucking company, inc. 421 ASE 12-31-72 STARR, FINER, STARR & COMPANY
ST. JOSEPH LIGHT & POWER COmPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 AA
ST. LOUIS-SAN FRANCISCO RAILWAY COMPANY 400 nyse 12-31-72 PW
ST. REgIS PAPER COMPANY 264 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
STA-RITE INDUSTRIES 356 OTC 12-31-72 AY
STANADYNE. inc., 345 OTC 12-31-72 PW
standard alliance industries, inc. 331 ASE 12-31-72 EE
standard brands incorporated 203 nyse 12-31-72 AA
standard brands paint company 203 nyse 09-30-72 PMM
standard container COMPANY 341 ASE 09-24-72 BROUT, ISAACS & COMPANY
standard INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 275 NYSE 06-30-72 HS
STANDARD metal CORPORATION 100 ASE 12-31-72 AA
STANDARD MOTOR PRODUCTS, INC. 369 ASE 12-31-72 ARONSON & ORESMAN
STANDARD oil COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA 291 nyse 12-31-72 PW
STANDARD oil company (INDIANA) 291 nyse 12-31-72 PW
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standard pressed steel co. 345 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
STANDARD PRUDENTIAL CORPORATION 671 nyse 06-30-73 PMM
standard PRUDENTIAL corporation 221 nyse 06-30-72 PMM
STANDARD SHARES, INC. 621 ASE 01-31-73 HS
standard-pacific corp. 655 ASE 12-31-72 AA
standard-thomson corporation 381 ASE 12-31-72 AY
STANDEX INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 275 nyse 06-30-73 HS
STANGE CO, 203 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
STANRAY CORPORATION 374 nyse 12-31-72 AA
STAR SUPERMARKETS INC 541 ASE 12-30-72 PW
STARDUST INC. 231 ASE 06-30-73 CLARENCE RAINESS & CO.
STATE MUTUAL INVESTORS 652 nyse 03-31-73 PW
STATE NATIONAL BANK OF CONNECTICUT SUBSIDIARY OF SPERRY AND 601 12-31-72 HCP
STATE SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION SUBSIDIARY OF BUDGET INDU 612 12-31-72 PMM
STATHAM INSTRUMENTS, INC 381 ASE 05-31-73 HS
STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY 281 nyse 12-31-72 HS
steak and ale restaurants of America, inc. 581 OTC 03-31-73 CL
STEELMET INC 509 ASE 11-30-72 JKL
stelber industries, inc. 379 OTC 06-30-72 L. HANDELSMAN & COMPANY
STEPAN CHEMICAL COMPANY 284 ASE 12-31-72 AA
STEPHENSON FINANCE COMPANY, INC. SUBSIDIARIES OF NCNB CORPOR 615 12-31-72 pw
STERCHI BROS. STORES, INC. 571 nyse 02-28-73 J.K. LASSER & COMPANY
STERLING DRUG INC. 283 nyse 12-31-72 PW
STERLING EXTRUDER CORPORATION 355 ASE 10-31-72 PMM
STERLING NATIONAL BANK & TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK SUBSIDIAR 601 06-30-72 PMM
STERLING NATIONAL BANK & TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK, A SUBSlD 601 06-30-73 PMM
STERLING PRECISION CORPORATION 508 ASE 04-30-73 AY
STERLING STORES COMPANY, INC 533 OTC 12-30-72 PMM
STERNDENT CORPORATION 335 ASE 12-31-72 BROUT, ISAACS & COMPANY
STEWART-WARNER CORPORATION 358 nyse 12-31-72 AA
STOCKTON, WHATLEY, DAVIn & COMPANY 679 06-30-72 AY
STOCKTON, WHATLEY, DAVlN & COMPANY 679 06-30-73 AY
stokely-van camp 203 nyse 05-31-72 LYB
stokely-van camp inc 203 nyse 05-31-73 CL
STONE & WEBSTER, INCORPORATED 150 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
STONE CONTAINER CORPORATION 265 NYSE 12-31-72 SOL
STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 357 OTC 12-29-72 AA
STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY 483 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
STP CORPORATION 289 ASE 12-31-72 EE
STRATFORD OF TEXAS, INC. 201 OTC 11-30-72 AA
STRATTON GROUP LTD 533 ASE 12-30-72 LKHH
STRUTHER WELLS CORPORATION 349 ASE 11-30-72 JKL
studebaker-worthington INC 369 nyse 12-31-72 AA
SUAVE SHOE CORPORATION 503 nyse 09-30-72 LKHH
SUBURBAN PROPANE GAS CORPORATION 598 nyse 09-30-72 ay
SUCCESS MOTIVATION INSTITUTE, INC 820 OTC 03-31-73 EE
SUCREST CORPORATION 206 nyse 06-30-72 SOL
SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION 285 nyse 12-31-72 AA
SUN CITY INDUSTRIES, INC. 504 ase 01-31-73 TR
sun electric corporation 366 ASE 10-31-72 AA
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SUN OIL COMPANY 




SUNSHINE MINING COMPANY 
SUPER FOOD SERVICES, INC 
super vALU stores, inc. 
SUPERIOR INDUSTRIES INTERNATIONAL INC 
superior surgical mfg. co., inc.
SUPERMARKETS general corporation 
SUPRONICS CORPORATION 
sutro mortgage investment trust 
SWANK, INC.
SWEDLOW, INC









TAFT BROADCASTING COMPANY 
TALLEY INDUSTRIES, INC. 
TALLEY INDUSTRIES, INC.




TAYLOR WINE COMPANY 
TEC, INCORPORATED 
tech-sym CORPORATION 










TELE PROMP TER CORPORATION 





STC S EX B S DATE auditor
291 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
551 ASE 09-30-72 LYB
363 NYSE 03-25-72 PW
363 NYSE 03-31-73 PW
356 NYSE 12-31-72 AG
349 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
504 ASE 08-26-72 AA
504 NYSE 02-24-73 TR
371 ASE 12-31-72 AA
231 ASE 12-31-72 TR
541 NYSE 02-03-73 TR
171 ASE 08-31-72 ALAN I. REICH & COMPANY
652 NYSE 03-31-73 mle
391 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
309 OTC 03-31-73 PMM
201 NYSE 10-28-72 AY
384 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
349 ASE 09-30-72 SDL
283 ASE 07-31-72 DELOITTE, HASKINS & SELLS
504 ASE 07-01-72 TR
357 ASE 06-30-72 LYB
366 NYSE 07-31-72 PMM
357 OTC 05-31-73 PW
679 OTC 02-28-73 AA
483 NYSE 03-31-73 PMM
387 NYSE 03-31-73 CL
387 NYSE 03-31-72 PMM
491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
384 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
599 NYSE 06-30-72 PW
205 ASE 12-30-72 LYB
208 OTC 06-30-73 HS
366 OTC 06-30-73 PMM
381 ASE 12-31-72 PW
739 ASE 09-30-72 AA
264 ASE 12-30-72 LKHH
781 ASE 06-24-72 MLF
384 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
366 ASE 12-31-72 LKHH
735 OTC 06-30-73 TR
358 OTC 12-31-72 MOORE, SMITH, & DALE
369 NYSE 05-27-73 HS
369 NYSE 05-27-72 HS
421 OTC 06-30-73 CL
489 ASE 12-31-72 TR
489 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
506 NYSE 05-26-73 ss
735 OTC 04-30-73 pw
366 NYSE 10-31-72 AA
356 ASE 12-31-72 PW
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TEXAS AND PACIFIC SySTEm SUBSIDIARY OF MISSOURI PACIFIC RAIL 
Texas eastern transmission corporation






TEXAS OIL & GAS CORP.
TEXAS PACIFIC LAND TRUST






THE A.L. GARBER COMPANY INC.
THE ALLEN GROUP INC.
THE ANACONDA COMPANY
THE ANSUL COMPANY
THE ARMSTRONG RUBBER COMPANY
THE ARO CORPORATION
THE ARUNDEL CORPORATION
the Avondale employees profit-sharing trust of avondale mil
THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY
THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, N.A. SUBSIDIARY OF BANCAL TRI-STATE
The bank OF NEW YORK SUBSIDIARY of bank of new YORK COMPANY.






THE CHESAPEAKE CORPORATION OF VIRGINIA
The cleveland-cliffs iron company
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MIAMI, INC
The COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
THE COLEMAN COMPANY, INC.
the commodore corporation
the COMMODORE CORPORATION
ThE CONNECTICUT bANk AND TRUST COMPANY A SUBSIDIARY OF CBT C 
ThE COUNTY TRUST COMPANY SUBSIDIARY of bank OF new YORK COMP 
THE DAyTON malleable iron company
ThE DETROIT BANK and TRUST COMPANY
SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
241 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
492 nyse 12-31-72 AA
351 OTC 04-30-73 PW
291 nyse 09-30-72 TR
291 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
400 12-31-72 PW
492 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
492 nyse 12-31-72 AA
140 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
327 nyse 05-31-73 EE
651 nyse 05-31-72 EE
327 nyse 12-31-72 AY
291 ASE 12-31-72 PW
131 nyse 08-31-72 TR.
651 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
491 ASE 12-31-72 HS
491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
491 nyse 12-31-72 HS
225 nyse 11-03-72 HS
372 nyse 12-30-72 AY
200 ase 01-31-72 TR
275 ASE 12-31-72 AA
371 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
335 nyse 12-31-72 PW
281 ase 12-31-72 PW
301 nyse 09-30-72 EE
358 nyse 11-30-72 AY
160 ASE 12-31-72 TR
000 08-31-72 PMM




366 NYSE 09-30-72 HS
221 OTC 09-02-72 AA
372 nyse 12-31-72 TR
371 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
327 nyse 12-31-72 PW
262 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
100 nyse 12-31-72 EE
209 OTC 05-31-73 EE
209 nyse 12-31-72 EE
209 nyse 12-31-72 EE
343 ASE 12-31-72 EE
379 ASE 06-30-72 AA
379 ASE 06-30-73 AA
601 12-31-72 EE
601 12-31-72 HS
331 OTC 08-31-72 EE
601 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
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THE DORSEY CORPORATION 321 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 281 nyse 12-31-72 HS
THE DUBLIN ENGINEERING COMPANY 171 04-30-73 HERTZ, HERSON & COMPANY
THE DUPLAN CORPORATION 221 NYSE 09-30-72 LYB
THE DURALOY COMPANY 335 ASE 12-31-72 EE
THE DURIRON COMPANY, INC 349 OTC 12-31-72 AY
THE E.F. MACDONALD COMPANY 739 nyse 01-28-73 AG
the EAST BANK OF COLORADO SpRlNGS, N.A SUBSIDIARY OF THE FIR 601 12-31-72 HS
THE ECHLIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 369 NYSE 08-31-72 PW
the EYCHANGE BANK OF OLEAN SUBSIDIARY OF BANK OF NEw YORK CO 601 12-31-72 HS
THE F. & M. SCHAEFER CORPORATION 208 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
THE federal company 204 nyse 06-03-72 AA
the fElsway corporation 566 ase 03-03-73 J. H. COHEN & COMPANY
the FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY 301 NYSE 10-31-72 lyb
the FIRST BOSTON CORPORATION 621 OTC 12-31-72 HS
the FIRST DENVER MORTGAGE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF THE FIRST NA 601 12-31-72 HS
the first national bank of southglenn subsidiary of the firs 601 12-31-72 HS
the first NATIONAL bank of DENVER SUBSIDIARY Of The first NA 601 12-31-72 HS
The first NATIONAL BANCOR poration INC 671 OTC 12-31-72 HS
The FIRST NATIONAL bank of BEAR vALLEy SUBSIDIARY Of the FIR 601 12-31-72 HS
the FIRST NATIONAL bank of highland SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST EMPI 601 12-31-72 PMM
the FIRST NATIONAL BANCORPORATION inc-parent 671 12-31-72 HS
the FIRST NATIONAL bank OF NORTHGLENN SUBSIDIARY OF FIRST NA 601 12-31-72 HS
the FIRST NATIONAL bank OF MIAMI SUBSIDIARY OF SOUTHEAST BAN 601 12-31-72 HS
the FIRST NATIONAL bank OF AROOSTOOK SUBSIDIARY OF DEPOSITOR 601 12-31-72 AA
the FOXBORO COMPANY 381 nyse 12-31-72 TR
the FRESNILLO COMPANY 100 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
the GARCIA CORPORATION 509 ASE 07-31-72 EE
the GAS SERVICE COMPANY 492 nyse 12-31-72 AY
THE general fireproofing company 251 nyse 12-31-72 EE
the GENERAL tire & RUBBER COMPANY 301 nyse 11-30-72 PW
the gErbEr scientific instrument company 381 ase 04-30-73 PMM
the gilbert companies, inc. 566 ASE 12-30-72 LYB
the GILLETTE COMPANY 342 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
the GLEASON WORKS 354 nyse 12-31-72 EE
the GOODYEAR tire & rubber company 301 nyse 12-31-72 PW
the GORmAN-RUPP COMPANY 356 ase 12-31-72 EE
THE GRANBY MINING COMPANY 100 nyse 09-30-72 AA
THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC 366 ASE 12-31-72 AY
THE GRAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY 357 ASE 12-31-72 JKL
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC. 541 NYSE 02-26-72 HS
THE GREYHOUND CORPORATION 419 nyse 12-31-72 TR
the HANNA MINING COMPANY 100 nyse 12-31-72 EE
the HARWOOD COMPANIES, INC. 231 OTC 12-31-72 EE
THE HAWAII CORPORATION 509 OTC 03-31-73 CL
THE HOOVER COMPANY 363 OTC 12-31-72 EE
THE HORN & HARDART COMPANY 581 ASE 12-30-72 HS
the HOTEL INVESTORS 652 ASE 08-31-72 AA
the HOUSE OF VISION, INC. 599 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
THE HUFFMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 379 ASE 06-30-73 PMM
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The international telephone and telegraph corporation
The interpublic group of companies, inc
THE J.M. SMUCKER COMPANY
THE JAEGER MACHINE COMPANY
THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY
the kahler corporation
THE KANSAS POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY
THE KROGER CO.
THE L. E. MYERS CO.
THE L.S. STARRETT COMPANY





THE LODGE & SHIPLEY COMPANY
THE LOUISIANA LAND AND EXPLORATION COMPANY





The MANITOWOC COMPANY, INC.
ThE MANSFIELD TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
THE MAPLE PRESS COMPANY
THE MARINE CORPORATION
THE MARLEY COMPANY
THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES CREDIT COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF THE M
the may department stores company
THE MIDLAND COMPANY
THE MOGUL CORPORATION
THE MOHAWK RUBBER COMPANY
The MONTANA POWER COMPANY BASED ON ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED BY PU 
The MONTANA POwER COMPANY BASED ON ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED by fe 
THE MURRAY OHIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
the narda microwave corporation
the national bank of commerce of Seattle subsidiary of Marin 
the national cash register company
the national state rank of boulder subsidiary of the first n
THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY
the newhall land anD farming company
the north American coal corporation
the offshore company
The OHIO ART COMPANY
The Ohio bell telephone company
the Ohio brass company
THE OUTLET company
the pacific lumber company
the pacific telephone and telegraph company
the pantasote company





































































































brout, Isaac & company
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THE PARKER PEN COMPANY 399 NYSE 02-28-72 AA
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY 399 NYSE 02-29-72 AA
the PErkIN-ELMER CORPORATION 383 NYSE 07-31-72 PW
the PILLSBURY COMPANY 204 nyse 05-31-72 TR
the PITTSTON COMPANY 509 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
the presley companies 655 ase 01-31-73 MLF
the PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 284 nyse 06-30-73 HS
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 284 nyse 06-30-72 HS
THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY 204 nyse 06-30-72 AA
THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY 204 nyse 06-30-73 AA
THE RAINIER COMPANIES, INC 208 OTC 03-31-73 PW
the RALPH M. PARSONS COMPANY 171 ase 12-29-72 PW
the rath packing company 201 ASE 09-30-72 PW
the RICHARDSON COMPANY 309 nyse 12-31-72 AA
the RILEY COMPANY 349 ASE 06-30-72 AA
the robino-ladd company 655 ASE 12-31-72 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
the RUCKER COMPANY 356 NYSE 12-31-72 HCP
THE SCOTT & FETZER COMPANY 363 NYSE 11-30-72 LYB
THE seagrave corporation 321 nyse 12-31-72 PW
the SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY 285 nyse 08-31-72 EE
the SIERRACIN CORPORATION 309 ase 12-31-72 PW
the SIGNAL COMPANIES 371 nyse 12-31-72 HS
THE SINGER COMPANY 363 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
the SORG PAPER COMPANY 264 ASE 12-31-72 HS
the STANDARD OIL COMPANY 291 nyse 12-31-72 EE
the STANDARD OIL COMPANY (SOHIO) SUBSIDIARY OF BRITISH PETRO 131 12-31-72 WHINNEY MURRAY & CO.
the STANDARD PRODUCTS COMPANY 342 ASE 06-30-73 AA
the STANDARD PRODUCTS COMPANY 342 ASE 06-30-72 AA
the STANDARD REGISTER COMPANY 275 OTC 12-31-72 Battelle & battelle
the STANLEY WORKS 342 nyse 12-31-72 EE
the STOP & SHOP COMPANIES INC 541 ASE 02-03-73 PMM
the stride rite corporation 314 nyse 12-01-72 LYB
the summit ORGANIZATION, inc 231 ASE 06-30-72 BROUT, ISAACS & company
the SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY 131 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
the SUSQUEHANNA CORPORATION 372 ASE 12-31-72 PW
the TAPPAN COMPANY 363 nyse 12-31-72 EE
the TECHNICAL MATERIEL CORPORATION 366 09-30-72 MARSHALL GRANGER & COMPANY
the TELEX CORPORATION 357 NYSE 03-31-72 AY
the TELEX CORPORATION 357 nyse 03-31-73 AY
the texstar corporation 264 ASE 09-30-72 PMM
THE TI CORPORATION (OF CALIFORNIA) 671 nyse 12-31-72 PW
the TIMES MIRROR COMPANY 271 nyse 12-31-72 EE
the TIMKEN company 356 nyse 12-31-72 EE
the TOLEDO EDlSON COMPANY (AN OHIO CORPORATION) 491 Nyse 12-31-72 AA
the TORO COMPANY 399 OTC 07-31-72 PMM
the TRANE COMPANY 358 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
the TRUST COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY SUBSIDIARY OF WILSHIRE OIL C 601 12-31-72 AA
the UNION CORPORATION 349 nyse 06-30-72 LYB
  the UNITED lLLUMlNATlNG  COMPANY .... 491  NYSE   12-31-72  LYB
the UNITED PIECE DYE WORKS 221 ASE 12-31-72 RICHARD A. EISNER & COMPANY
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THE UNITED STATES SHOE CORPORATION 341 NYSE 10-31-72 AA
THE VALSPAR CORPORATION 285 ASE 10-31-72 EE
THE VENDO COMPANY 358 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
THE WACHOVIA CORPORATION 671 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
THE WASHINGTON POST COMPANY 271 ASE 12-31-72 PW
THE WEATHER HEAD COMPANY 349 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
THE WHEELING AND LAKE ERIE RAILWAY COMPANY 400 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
THE WIENER CORPORATION 566 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
THE YOUNGSTOWN STEEL DOOR COMPANY 374 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
THERMO ELECTRON CORPORATION 366 OTC 06-30-73 AA
THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORPORATION 372 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
THOMAS & BETTS CORPORATION 369 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
THOMAS INDUSTRIES INC 369 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
THOMAS J. LIPTON, INC. 203 NYSE 12-31-72 CL
Thomas jefferson life insurance company subsidiary of united 631 12-31-72 LYB
THRIFTIMART INC 541 ASE 03-25-73 EE
THRIFTY drug stores co inc 591 NYSE 08-31-72 AA
TI HOME TRANSFER SERVICE CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF TI CORPOR 679 12-31-72 PW
TIDWELL INDUSTRIES, INC. 171 ASE 12-31-72 EE
TIME INCORPORATED 271 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
TISHMAN REALTY & CONSTRUCTION CO. INC 651 NYSE 09-30-72 SOL
TITANIUM METALS CORPORATION OF AMERICA, SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGH 349 12-31-72 PMM
TITLE INSURANCE AND TRUST DIVISIONS OF LINCOLN NATIONAL CORP 639 12-31-72 EE
TITLE INSURANCE DlVISION OF USLlFE CORPORATION 639 12-31-72 PMM
TOBIN PACKING CO. 201 NYSE 10-28-72 HCP
TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION 373 NYSE 03-31-72 AY
TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORATION 373 NYSE 03-31-73 AY
TOKHEIm CORPORATION 358 ASE 11-30-72 LYB
tolchin instruments inc 393 ASE 08-31-72 WOOLF, ROSENBAUM & ROTBLUT
TONKA CORPORATION 394 NYSE 12-30-72 EE
TOPPS CHEWING gum, incorporated 207 ASE 03-03-73 SS
TOTAL PETROLEUM (NORTH AMERICA) LTD 291 ASE 12-31-72 PW
TOWN & COUNTRY MOBILE HOMES 379 ASE 10-31-72 TR
TRACOR INC. 366 OTC 12-31-72 EE
TRADE CREDIT CORPORATION AND MIDLAND CREDIT CORPORATION SUBS 615 12-31-72 H.S
TRAlLMOBlLE FINANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF PULLMAN INCORPORAT 615 12-31-72 AY
trans international airlines, inc. subsidiary of transameric 450 12-31-72 EE
trans UNION CORPORATION 474 NYS 12-31-72 AA
trans world airlines, inc. 450 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
trans-lux corporation 489 ASE 12-31-72 ARONSON & ORESMAN
trans-world financial CO 671 NYSE 12-31-72 TRTRANSAmErICA corporation 671 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
TRANSAMERICA CORPORATION (PARENT) 671 NYSE 12-31-72 EETrANSAMErIcA FINANCIAL CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY of TRANSAMERIC 615 12-31-72 EE
TRANSAMERICA FINANCIAL CORPORATION 614 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
TRANSAmErICA INSURANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY Of TRANSAmERCA cor 631 12-31-72 EE
TrANSAmErIcA TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY OF TRANSAmER 639 12-31-72 EE
TRANSCON LINES 421 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
transitron electronic corporation 366 06-24-72 AA
transnational insurance company subsidiary of budget industr 633 12-31-72 PMM -
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transocean oil, inc
TRAVELERS AID SOCIETY OF NEw YORK 
TRAVELERS CORPORATION
TRAVELODGE international INC 
TREADWAY COMPANIES, INC 
TRI-CONTINENTAL CORPORATION 
TRI-SOUTH MORTGAGE INVESTORS 
TRI-STATE MOTOR TRANSIT CO 
TRIANGLE INDUSTRIES INC 
TRIANGLE PACIFIC FOREST PRODUCTS CORP.
TRINITY INDUSTRIES
TRINITY industries, INC. 
TRITON OIL & GAS CORP. 
TROPICANA PRODUCTS, INC. 
TRW INC.
tucson gas & electric company
TUFCO CORP
TUNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
turbodyne corporation
turner construction company







U.S TRUCK LINES INC. OF DELAWARE
U.S. HOME CORPORATION
U.S. INDUSTRIES. INC.
U.S. LEASING REAL ESTATE INVESTORS







UNCONSOLIDATED FINANCE SUBSIDIARIES OF GAMBLE-SKOGMO, INC
UNCONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARIES OF ARMCO STEEL CORPORATION
UNION BANK AND UNIONAMERICA LEASING CORP
UNION BANK GROUP DIVISION OF UNIONAmERICA, INC
UNION CAMP CORPORATION
UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION




UNION INVESTMENT COmPANY .
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION
SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
131 OTC 03-31-73 AY
895 12-31-72 HS
671 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
701 nyse 01-31-73 HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY
504 ASE 08-31-72 JKL
679 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
652 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
421 ASE 12-31-72 BAIRD, KURTZ & DOBSON
335 NYSE 12-31-72 MLF
509 NYSE 12-29-72 FRED LANDAU & CO.
349 nyse 03-31-73 AY
349 nyse 03-31-72 AY
131 OTC 05-31-71 TR
203 NYSE 08-31-72 EE
372 nyse 12-31-72 EE
493 nyse 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
355 ase 12-31-72 EE
291 nyse 12-31-72 LYB
351 ASE 12-31-72 TR
150 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
781 NYSE 12-30-72 PMM
356 OTC 06-30-72 LYB
356 OTC 06-30-73 CL
531 ASE 12-31-72 PW
331 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
201 OTC 09-30-72 RUSSELL BROWN & COMPANY
671 OTC 12-31-72 HS
421 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
150 nyse 02-28-73 AA
354 nyse 12-31-72 EE
652 ASE 12-31-72 AA
131 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
450 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
275 nyse 09-30-72 AA
492 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
331 ASE 12-31-72 AA
358 NYSE 12-31-72 AY





264 nyse 12-31-72 HS
281 nyse 12-31-72 HCP
601 12-31-72 AA
671 nyse 12-31-72 AA
671 ase 12-31-72 EE
492 ase 03-31-73 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO
615  ASE 12-31-72 AA
506 nyse 12-31-72 HS
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UNION SAVINGS ASSOCIATION SUBSIDIARY OF UNION FINANCIAL CORP 
UNION SPECIAL MACHINE COMPANY 





UNITED AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS, INC
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF TRANSAMERICA CORPOR 
UNITED BRANDS COMPANY
UNITED COMPANIES FINANCIAL CORPORATION
UNITED CORPORATION
UNITED DOLLAR STORES INc
UNITED FOODS, INC






UNITED MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS, INC.




UNITED PARK CITY MINES COMPANY
UNITED REFINING COMPANY
UNITED STATES BORAX & CHEMICAL CORPORATION
UNITED STATES CERAMIC TILE COMPANY
UNITED STATES ENVELOPE COMPANY
UNITED STATES FIDELITY AND GUARANTY COMPANY
UNITED STATES FILTER CORPORATION
UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
UNITED STATES LEASING INTERNATIONAL, INC.
UNITED STATES NATIONAL BANK OF OREGON & A SUBSIDIARY OF US B 
UNITED STATES RADIUM CORPORATION
UNITED STATES steel corporation
united STATES STEEl and CARNEGIE pension fund, trustee
UNITED states Sugar CORPORATION
UNITED STATES TOBACCO COMPANY
UNITED TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.




unity BUYING SERVICE co. INC
UNIVERSAL container CORPORATION
UNIVERSAL leaf tobacco company, incorporated
UNIVERSAL leaf tobacco company, INCORPORATED
UNIVERSAL-MARION corporation
SIC S Ex B S DATE AUDITOR
612 12-31-72 EE
355 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
652 ASE 11-30-72 KENNETH LEVENTHAL & COMPANY
671 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
301 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
561 NYSF 12-30-72 TR
372 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
372 ASE 11-30-72 LYB
781 12-30-72 PMM
201 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
614 ASE 12-31-72 HS
614 NYSE 03-31-73 AY
533 ASE 01-27-73 PMM
203 ASE 02-28-73 SS.
492 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
492 NYSE 06-30-73 AA
366 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
701 NYSE 09-30-72 FRAZEE. THOMAS AND TATE
671 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
349 OTC 01-31-73 PW
221 NYSE 06-30-72 SDL
221 NYSE 06-30-73 SDL
651 ASE 02-28-73 PW
281 NYSE 03-31-73 PMM
281 NYSE 03-31-72 PMM
100 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
291 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
284 12-31-72 LYB
325 ASE 10-31-72 EE
264 OTC 10-31-72 PW
633 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
241 ASE 12-31-72 AY
327 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
739 NYSE 12-31-72 HS
601 12-31-72 HS
369 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
331 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
000 12-31-72 PW
206 OTC 10-31-72 LYB
219 NYSE 12-31-72 EE
671 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
481 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
384 ASE 12-31-72 AY
231 OTC 01-28-73 PMM
366 NYSE 01-31-73 LYB
532 ASE 06-30-72 PMM
201 ASE 12-02-72 LKHH
219 NYSE 06-30-73 AY
219 NYSE 06-30-72 AY
679 ASE   12-31-72 JKL
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university computing COMPANY
university savings association 




US BANCORP REALTY & MORTGAGE TRUST
US REALTY INVESTMENTS











val d≥or industries, inc.
VALLE≥S STEAK HOUSE
VALLEY BANK of NEW YORK SUBSIDIARY OF BANK OF NEW YORK COMPA
VALLEY METALLURGICAL PROCESSING company. INCORPORATED
VALMAC INDUSTRIES
VALMAC INDUSTRIES, INC
VALUE LINE DEVELOPMENT CAPITAL corporation
VAN DORN COMPANY






























































































ASE 10-31-72 SlMONOFF, PEYSEr & citrin
ASE 03-31-73
12-31-72
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COMPANY NAME SIC S EX B S DATE AUDITOR
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC & POWER COMPANY 491 NYSE 12-31-72 LYB
VLN CORPORATION 369 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
VOLUME SHOE CORPORATION 566 OTC 07-31-72 ELMER FOX & COMPANY
VOPLEX CORPORATION 309 ASE 12-31-72 PMM
VORNADO INC 531 nyse 01-28-73 PMM
VSI CORPORATION 345 nyse 06-30-73 AA
VSI CORPORATION 345 nyse 06-30-72 AA
VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY 327 nyse 12-31-72 HS
VULCAN, INC 331 ASE 12-31-72 TR
VWR UNITED CORPORATION 502 nyse 02-28-73 AA
W. F. HALL PRINTING COMPANY 275 NYSE 03-31-72 PW
W. R. GRACE & CO. 281 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
W, T. GRANT COMPANY 533 NYSE 01-31-73 EE
W,A, KRUEGER CO 275 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
W.F. HALL PRINTING COMPANY 275 NYSE 03-31-73 PW
W.W. GRAINGER, INC. 506 ASE 12-31-72 AG
WABASH MAGNETICS, INC 369 ASE 12-31-72 AG
WACHOVIA BANK AND TRUST COMPANY, N.A. A SUBSIDIARY OF WACHOV 601 12-31-72 EE
WACHOVIA REALTY INVESTMENTS 652 nyse 08-31-72 PMM
WACKENHUT CORPORATION 739 ASE 12-31-72 AA
wadell equipment company, inc. 354 ASE 12-31-72 PRICE, FERDINAND, GANEk & HANDLER
WADSWORTH PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 271 OTC 12-31-72 HS
WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION 366 ASE 12-31-72 LYB
WAINOCO OIL LTD 139 ASE 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO
WAL-MART STORES, INC. 531 NYSE 01-31-73 AY
WALCO NATIONAL CORPORATION 399 ASE 06-30-72 EE
walgreen CO. 591 NYSE 09-30-72 AA
WALKER-SCOTT CORPORATION 531 OTC 01-31-73 PMM
WALLACE BUSINESS FORMS, INC. 275 nyse 07-31-72 AA
WALLACE-MURRAY CORPORATION 342 nyse 12-31-72 AA
WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS 781 NYSE 09-30-72 PW
WALTER KIDDE & COMPANY, INC. 356 nyse 12-31-72 AA
WANG LABORATORIES INC 357 nyse 06-30-72 EE
WARD FOODS, INC 205 nyse 12-30-72 mlf
WARDS COMPANY INC 575 ASE 03-31-73 PMM
WARNACO INC. 231 NYSE 12-30-72 PW
WARNER COMMUNICATIONS INC 489 nyse 12-31-72 AY
WARNER COMPANY 327 nyse 12-31-72 AA
WARNER-LAMBERT COMPANY 283 nyse 12-31-72 PW
WASHINGTON GAS LIGHT COMPANY 492 nyse 12-31-72 AA
WASHINGTON REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUST 652 ASE 12-31-72 PW
WASHINGTON SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES, INC 381 OTC 08-27-72 TR
WASHINGTON sTEEl CORPORATION 331 nyse 09-30-72 LYB
WASHINGTON WATER POWER COMPANY 491 12-31-72 HS
WASTE RESOURCES CORPORATION 499 OTC 12-31-72 AA
WATKINS-JOHNSON COMPANY 366 nyse 12-31-72 HS
WATSCO INC 34 9 ase 01-31-73 AY
WAYNE-GOSSARD CORPORATION 231 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
WEAN UNITED 354 nyse 12-31-72 AG
WEBB RESOURCES INC 131 OTC 06-30-73 PMM
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WEIGHT WATCH&RS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 801 OTC 09-30-72 DAVID BERDON & CO.
WEIS MARKETS, INC. 541 NYSE 12-30-72 LYB
WEISFlELD≥S INC 531 OTC 01-31-73 HS
wElbilt corporation 363 nyse 12-30-72 kalish, rubinroit & co.
WELLCO ENTERPRISES, INC 314 ASE 07-01-72 HS
WELLS FARGO & COMPANY 601 NYSE 12-31-72 PMM
WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A. SUBSIDIARY OF WELLS FARGO & COMPANY 601 12-31-72 PMM
WELLS FARGO MORTGAGE INVESTORS 652 nyse 06-30-72 AA
WELLS, RICH, GREENE, INC. 731 NYSE 10-31-72 HS
WESCO FINANCIAL CORPORATION 671 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
WEST CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC 284 ASE 11-30-72 SDL
WEST PENN POWER COMPANY 491 nyse 12-31-72 PW
WEST POINT-PEPPERELL, INC. 221 NYSE 08-26-72 AY
WEST TEXAS UTILITIES cOmpANY SUBSIDIARY Of CENTRAL AND SOUTH 491 12-31-72 AA.
WESTATES PETROLEUM COMPANY 138 ASE 12-31-72 AA
WESTCHESTER CORPORATION 655 OTC 02-28-73 TR
wEsTcoast transmission company lImITED 492 nyse 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO
western air lines, inc 450 nyse 12-31-72 PMM
western auto supply company subsidiary of beneficial corpora 501 12-31-72 PMM
western bancorporation 671 nyse 12-31-72 EE
western decalta petroleum limited 131 ASE 12-31-72 CLARKSON, GORDON & CO.
western electric company, incorporated 366 12-31-72 AY
WESTERN FINANCIAL CORPORATION 671 ASE 12-31-72 HS
western GEAR corporation 372 OTC 12-31-72 PMM
western orbis company 379 ASE 06-30-72 AA
western pacific industries inc. 400 NYSE 12-31-72 AY
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA NATIONAL BANK SUBSIDIARY OF EQUlMARK CO 601 12-31-72 TR
WESTERN PUBLISHING company, inc. 271 OTC 12-31-72 LYB
western UNION corporation 482 NYSE 12-31-72 PW
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 369 nyse 12-31-72 PW
WESTINGHOUSE WESTINGHOUSE CREDIT CORPORATION, SUBSIDIARY OF 615 12-31-72 PW
WESTRANS INDUSTRIES, INC. 120 ASE 12-31-72 AA
WESTVACO CORPORATION 262 nyse 10-31-72 PW
WETTERAU FINANCE CO 615 03-31-73 PMM
WETTERAU FOODS, INC 504 OTC 03-31-73 PMM
wEyENBERG SHOE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 314 NYSE 12-31-72 AA
WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY 241 nyse 12-31-72 AA
wEyERHAEuSER real ESTATE COMPANY SUBSIDIARY of WEYERHAEUSER 655 12-31-72 AA
WHEELABRATOR-FRYE INC. 289 nyse 12-31-72 AA
wheeling Electric company subsidiary of American electric po 491 12-31-72 NILES & NILES
WhEElING-PITTSbuRGH STEEl CORPORATION 331 nyse 12-31-72 PW
WHlPPANY paper board co. INC 262 ase 06-30-73 BROUT, ISAACS, & COMPANY
WHIRLPOOL corporation 363 nyse 12-31-72 EE
WHITAKER CABLE CORPORATION 369 ase 05-31-73 AA
WHITE CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIES* INC. 354 nyse 12-31-72 EE
WHITE MOTOR CORPORATION 371 nyse 12-31-72 EE
WHITE motor CREDIT CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY Of white motor cor 615 12-31-72 EE
WHITEHALL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 372 ase 12-31-72 EE
WHITING CORPORATION 352 ase 04-30-73 AG
WHITNEY-FIDALGO SEAFOODS INC 203 OTC 03-31-73 PW
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wieboldt STORES, INC 
WIEN CONSOLIDATED AIRLINES INC 
WILL ROSS. INC
WILL ROSS, INC.
WILLAMETTE INDUSTRIES INC. 
WILLCOX & GIBBS, INC. 
williamhouse-regency, INC
WILLIAMS COMPANIES
WILSHIRE OIL COMPANY OF TEXAS
WILSON & CO INC




WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION
WISCONSIN TELEPHONE COMPANY
WITCO CHEMICAL CORPORATION
WM. E WRIGHT CO
WM. WRIGLEY JR. COMPANY 
wolverine INDUSTRIES 
wolverine world wide inc 






WORTHINGTON INDUSTRIES, INC 
WRATHER CORPORATION 
wright-hargreaves mines, limited 
wsm, incorporated subsidiary of nlt corporation 

















































































PACI 12-31-72 KENNETH LEVENTHAL & COMPANY
NYSE 06-24-72 PMM
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COMPANY NAME SIC S EX B S DATE auditor
ZION FOODS CORPORATION 201 ASE 11-02-72 SS
ZURN INDUSTRIES, INC. 356 NYSE 03-31-73 EE
3353
